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SYNOPSIS 
This bulletin presents a summary and brief .analysis of the 
results of an extensive series of tests of mi.6lded copper' joints prepared 
by the oarbon~aro, shielded~a:rcJ inert ... gas-shielded-arc 7 and oxy.acetylene 
processes., The joints were made in three base materials ~ (a) ele"ctrolytic 
tough-pitch, (b) deoxidized high .... phosphorus:/ a.nd (0) oxygen-free high 
conductivity copper. In a.ddition to the mechanical properties and details 
of the welding procedures, the results from hardness studies and extensive 
metallurgical studies are prese'nted for each of the joints c> 
TESTS OF WELDED COPPER JOINTS 
Io INTRODUCTION 
During recent years, a great many new procedures and prarc6sses 
have been developed' in the art of copper 'weldingo The processes and 
procedures have not always been "W.ell suited to all coppers and, at- times, 
have not been applied properlyo Consequently, commercial welds in copper 
have shown a great variety in quality and properties. 
One of the factors which is of paramount importance in the 
-welding of copper is the personal factoro The techniques and abilities of 
the operators vary considerably and may account fora large part Of the 
variation obtained in the properties of welded copper jOi.nts prepared by 
different individuals 0 
10 Object and Scope of Investigation 
The investigation reported herein was suggested by the Copper 
and Brass Research Association as a means of obtaining fundamsntal'design 
data for the various types of welded copper joL~ts in use in the copper 
,industryo Four welding processes have been included in the program~ 
(a) carbon-arc, (b) shielded-·arc, (c) inert-gas-shielded-arc, and-(d) oxy-
acetylene. Thes(? four processes, using a variety of filler-metals, have 
been applied to three coppers: electrolytic tough-pitch, deoxidized high-
phosphorous, and oxygen-free high conductivity (OFHC)o 
20, 
In the original planning for this investigation, it -was considered 
desirable to test joints prepared by a number of fabricators from-the copper 
industrY-o These joints are referred to herein as Series Ia Each- of the 
fabricators "Was asked to indicate the types of ,welded -copper joints normally 
prepared in their shops 0 The fabrication of the test specimens -was then 
assigned to these various concerns so that each ~ould fabricate Jolnts by 
a. prooess which he generally employed • In a fe"W cases, however; -f-abricators 
were requested to prepare specimens by a procedure with which -t1rey were not 
thoroughly acquainted. 
A s'econd series of joints was prepared by one fabricator "Who was 
ohosen as one of the best qualified in the industry to produce goOd quality 
welded copper joints. Although highly qualifi'ed, the fabrica.tor of the 
Series II specimens was not completely familiar with all of -the welding-
prooedures included in the programo 
It is realized that the welds used in this study were not neces-
sarily prepared with the most desirable welding procedur.es 0 However, the 
results of the laboratory studies and the weld procedure data furnished by 
the fabricators provide information concerning the expected strength of 
joints prepared by these pro,cedures • Although the tests reported -herein 
do not include all of the latest developments in the field of' copper 'weld-
ing., they do indicate the characteristics of the welds produced by' the 
procedures reported. It is hoped that the tests will help to stimUlate 
impro1reme:lts in the existing procedures and the development of new proced-
ures for the welding of copper structures in order that the base materials 
may be used more efficiently and effectivelyo 
L 
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II. DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS AND TESTS 
30 Description of Materials 
Three types of copper have been included in this investigation~ 
electrolytic tough-pitch copper, deoxidized high-phosphorus copper-and 
OFRC copper. The three coppers, in liS-in. and 1/4-ino thicknesses, were 
f-
obtained from one copper producer 0 This was done so that all of the 
joints produced by the various fabrioatorswould be from the 5.ame base 
materials 0 
The first s.eries of joints was prepared by ten copper fabricators 0 
Although the procedures used for the prepara.tion of these specimens w.ere 
the same as those generally used by the fabricators, there were a few 
instances in -whi'ch' a fabricator 'was asked to prepare a j oint by a proced-
ure with which he was not too well acguainted., The second series of joints 
was p:r:epared by a single fabricator who 'Was oonsidered to have a. great 
deal of background and experience in the fabrication of welded copper 
jointso 
Each of the fabricators wa.s requested to reoord the details of 
the procedure used by his ooncern in .-the fabrication of the test materialo 
Although a standard form had b.een prepared for the weld procedure data, 
the completeness of this data was found to vary oonsider'ably from one fabri-
cator to the next. The details of these prooedures will be presented later 
in order that the reader may correlate the results of the tests -with the 
detailed welding procedures. 
The -welding procedures reported for the Series II tests are some-
what more consistent than those presented for the Series I tests. Even in 
this case:! however, the information supplied is not oompleteo In addition 
to the weld procedure data, the fabricator of the Series II specimens 
provided radiographs of the weldso 
40 Description of Specimens 
A total of 42 welded joints was prepared in duplioate from 12 ina 
by 60 ino copper sheetso These sheets were welded along the 60~ino 
length" ther'sby making joints whioh were 24 ino wide by 60 ino long 0 
Asun:nnary"'-of-"the'-typ-e of jOint.,f'iller metal, type of copper, 
a.nd joint number'a;s'originally prOposed for this program is presented in 
Table 1. The odd'numbers in this table designate joints fabricated from 
1/8-:-in" material, where·as. the 'even numbers represent joints produced from 
lilt-in" copper sheet~ However,. during the fabrication of the test joints,9 
a number of changes were made in the welding processes and_ filler 'metalso 
As a rasul t, i t---wasnecessary tor'sclassifyall of th.e joints in aocord-
ance with the weld fabrioationdatao This latter cla.ssification and 
description of j?ints are presented in Table 20 
Tensile test specimens comparable to ASTM Designation E8-49 for 
flat sheet sp~cim.ens "Were prepared with a gage length 2 ino long and a 
reduded section 1-+/2 in. wide.. These specimens were cut from the center 
of 'each of the -welded joints with the "Ii.eld transverse to the axis of the 
specimeno One of the sp'e-cimens assembled in the special pullheads developed 
for this program is shown in Fig 0 10 
In the p~eparation of the tensile test specimens, all backing 
s trips and weld reinf'orcements were removed to prov.idea unifo:rm basis of 
comparison for all of the joints 0 Such a procedure- was necessary because 
of the great variety of we.lds included in the program.. In any application 
of the data presented herein, it must be borne in mind that the strengths 
represent a joint for 'which the 'weld reinforcement has been removed, and 
that a joint 'Wi tn reinfOrcrement may he sOlIlewhat strong.er. 
50 D~$cription of Tests 
The tensile tests of the welded joints were conducted in a 
30,000 -lb Riehle Universal testing machine 0 A mechanical extensometer 
· 60 
wa's used·t,o····ohtain··thaal-ongati·on over a 2~ino gage length-'centered On 
the joints"; .' 'Thes-e-"measurmnents--combined with the indioated load have 
bean used t·o· obtain -·what· has been calle.d a yield index for the welded 
joints 0 The te'rID "yield index", rather than yield strength) has been 
chosen to indicate. the yielding of these joints b.ecause yielding may have 
occurred in the base me.tal and/or weld metal,and consequently,' may-not 
be too Significant..; However, the value of yield ind$:x provid-es a c'onveni-
ent basis for comparison'of the behavior of the. welded joints tested. A 
similar deSignation, "elongation index"', has bee'n used to indicate the 
total per cent elongation in the specimen 0 
The tensile tests of welded joints were conducted primarily at 
room temperature (approximately 80°F)., In addition, those joints which 
exhibited the greater strengths were tested also at temperatures of' +400oF 
o 
and -321 Fo These latter studies were conducted to determine the effect 
of high and low temperatures on the behavior of the joints 0 
In conjunction with the tensile tests) extensive studies were 
made to determine the metallurgical characteristics of the joints 0 The 
specimens for these metallurgical studies consisted of small strips which 
were out normal to the joint and contained a section of the weld. One of 
th~ specimen faces containing the weld section was ground with successively 
finer grit emery papers through 3/0 grit. The surface was then metallo-
graphically polished by an electrolytic method; it was considered inadvis-
able to polish the surface of this soft material mechanically~ 
After a suitable metallographic surface had been obtained, a 
micro-hardness survey was mads along a straight-line traverse parallel to 
the surfa.ce of the plate and included the weld. metal, heat-affected zone) 
and the ba's'g--metal ~ The· indenta.ticms-··were ma.de· with a Tukon' Hardnes.s 
Tester, llS'in-g-8 136 dego Vickers Diamond Pyramid Indentor under a load of 
1,000 gm .. 
The speaimens were then etched and photographed at magnifi'ca~ 
t ions of from 2X to 4x to obtain a re'cord of the macrostructure of each 
joint a In some"'aases-; it was extremely' difficult to obtain pictureswh:i:ch 
would reveal both'" the base metal and weld metal structur.es because of the 
differ'enoe in their reflectivity. 
The spe~imens were next examinBd under a microscope and:. the micro-
structure of the various parts of' the joints noted" Photo';"micrographs 
were made of the significant regions of 'many of the joints. 
III. PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 
On the basis of the welding processes, the results of the tests 
have been divided into four general cl'assifications: carbon-are, shielded.,.. 
arc" inert--gas-shielded-arc" and oxy-acetyleneo These results are summar-
ized as follows: 
Carbon-Are 
Weld Fabrieatiun 1"'\_.J,._ Table 3 lJti,lJtl. 
Hardness Survey ·····Figo· 2 
Me.clla.nical Properties Table 4 
Macrostructures Fig. 3 
Metallurgical Examination Table 5 



























60 G.arbon.-;.Arc' Welding-Process 
Summaries of' the weld fabrication d.ata for the joints prepared 
by the carbon~.arc proc-ess are given in Table 3D In general, the joints 
listed in the first part of this table were made using a copper silicon 
rod, while those in the s€rcond part· of the t'able were made with a phosphor-
bronze rod. Differences will be noted in some of the procedures and occa-
sionally part of' the important 'information is mi.ssingo Hoyevsr, except 
for joints No. 50Aand 50B, the basic information is available .. 
The mechanical properties determined f'roro room temperature tests 
of the specimens welded by the oarbon-arc prooess are summarized in 
Table 4. In the first part of this table, it oan be seen that wslds 
prepared "With the deoxidized copper base metal gave the greatest strengths 
while the specimens of el'ectrolytio tough-pi tah copper and OFHC copper,.. in 
individual cases, gave low strengthso The weld strengths presented in the 
second part of' the ta.ble are generally somewhat greater than those in the 
first part of the table 0 The lower strengths in the second group seem to 
have occurred when a phosphor-copper ra.ther than a phosphor-bronze rod 
was used as the filler met-alo "The welds prepared with the phosphor-
bronze filler, metal generally provided .a considerable amount of ductility 
in the joints also. 
Macrostructures of each of the welds prepared. by the c,arbon~arc 
, process are presented in Fig .. 3" An indication of the magnification of 
ea.ch of these 'Weld sections may be obtained readily since the odd-numbered 
'joints were made of 1/8~in. plate while the even-numbered joints were 
made of 1/4-ino p~ateo 
The summaries of the metallurgical examinations of each of the 
joints are given in Table 50 In these tables,. it oan be seen that all of 
the joints except 50! showed relativ.ely good continuity. Joint 50A, 
hOlL'6Ver, 'a.ppeared'to be lacking in bonding action and as a result 
8xhibi ted, an extremely low tensile str,engtho The heat,..affected zone of 
the carbon-arc welded joints was large in most caseso This is evident in 
the macrostructures, and in the hardness surveys of the welds. 
A majority of the welded joints of Series II exhibited moderate 
to heavy porosity in the weld metalo The radiographs in Fig. 4 also show 
the porosity noted in the metallurgical summary of Table 5. Another 
feature noted in the metallurgical examination was the presence of copper 
oxide in the grain boundaries of the heat-affected base metal of those 
joints prepared with tough-pitch copper. This structure resulted from 
migration of the Cu20 initially present in the copper. 
7. Shielded-Arc Welding Process 
The "Weld fabrication data for the joints prepared by the 
shielded-arc process are summarized in Table 6. For the most part, the 
Vi elds summarized in the first part of Table 6 were, pr.epar.ed with a copper-
silicon rod while those in the latter part of the table were prepared -with 
a phosphor-bronze rod. In general, these joints were prepared in the flat 
pOSition, using a backing strip, clamping, and preheating. 
The mechanical properties of the joints are listed in Table 7. 
Most of the specimens made with the shielded-arc process fractured in the 
heat-affected zone or base metal except for the tough-pitch copper joints 
made with a copper-silicon rod. In general, the deoxidized copper speci-
mans gave the greatest strengths. With few exceptions, the joints in 
the 1/4-ino material 'Were consistently weaker than those in the l/B-ino 
material 0 
100 
The macrastructures and JItStallurgic.a.l examinations of the 
Shielded-are wald'ed joints reveal-ed p'orosi ty in many of the jointso This 
is, sho-wn also in the radiographs of' Fig 0 70 
EL - Inert-Gas-Shielded,.;,Are Welding, Process 
The weld fabrication data for the inert-gas-shi-elded-arc welded 
joints a.re listed in Table 90 All of these JOints' were welded in the flat 
p'o'sit,ion 'and, in EOSt cases" -witb a backing strip- 'and clamp ing 0 The shield 
tor all of the Joints was argon gas~ with a DC current 0 
Tha m'echanical prop'erti'es or the inert-gas-shieldsd-arc w'elded 
joints are sun:m:ta.riz-ed in Tabla 100 In all cases , the strength and ductility 
of these j ointsapproachad those of the base metal c> Exc-ept for j oint No 0 10; 
tn:e average strength obtained in the.se tests ranged from 267 000 to 31,000 
psio 
The met.allurgical examination indicate:d that these joints were y 
in general.., 'qui te sound and possessetl excell-ent 'oontinui ty 0 Some of the 
Joints axhibi ted poor alignment; how'ever, thls did 'not se'em to have any 
detrimental :effeet on th-eir -propertieso The radiographs of Fig 0 10 also 
shO:w the. excellent continuity and soundness of the inert-ga"S-shie1ded-arc 
Yalded joints 0 
9" O.xy~Acetllene Welding PrOG8SS 
Table 12 ~ummarizes the vreld fabrication information for the 
jnints prepare.d by the oxy-acetylene welding process 0, In general, the 
II" 
joints in the first part a'f this table were 'fabricated with a bronze rod 
"Whereas those in th-e second part of the table were prepared using a copper 
rod. BBcause numerous t"echniques "Were us"ed in this process, the detailed 
'Weld procedures vary considerably from one joint to the next. 
TabILe 13 presents a summary of the mechanical properties of 
the specimens fabricated by the oxy-acetylene process. In every 'C"ase y 
the specimens exhibited strengths which were less than those o'f the base 
metal; a strength" o'f "" approximat"ely 29,000 psi appear.ed to be the maximum 
obtainable 0 In addition to a relatively low ultimate strength..,. the 
joints failed with a sma.11 amount of ductility_ Several other observa-
tions based on the data in Table 13 are as follows: (1) of the two types 
of rod uSBd, the brass rod produced joints which had the better "mechanical 
properties, (2) the deoxidized copper joints appeared to be the strongest y 
and (3) many of the spec imens failed through the Yeld" 
The metallurgical studies (Fig. 12 and Table 14) indicate that, 
except in the case of deoxidized oopper joints, all of the welds made with 
a brass rod contained moderate" porosity and oxide penetrationo A "heavy. 
porosity was noted in the joints prepared with a copper rod. In addition, 
these latter joints did not have good bond or continuity and the base 
metal contained large heat-affected zones. 
10 0 Effect of Temperature on Mechanical Properties 
The joints of Series II which developed the higher strengths 
"Iere tested at temperatures of -321°F and +400oF. Results of these tests 
are summarizad in Tables 15 and 16 respectivelyo 
The welded joints tested at -321oF developed ultimate strengths 
h were consid'era.bly above that obtained at room temperature and 
d from 38,000 to 50,000 psio However, the lower strengths oc'curred 
in the case of the electrolytic tough-pi.tch copper; the ultimate 
the other joints (at -32IoF) was generally in the neighborhood 
of' 46,000 psi. At this same temperature, the base metals had an ultimate 
I -r:* 
of approximately 52,000 psi<. 
The joints tested at +40ooF exhibited ultimate strengths between 
14,.000 and 22,000 psio The avera.ge strength of these joints was approxi-
~tely 17,000 psio The base metal strength at +400oF was about 23,000 psi*o 
IV 0 ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS 
110 General Discussion 
A study has been made of the structural state of the joints and 
the subsequent changes in the structures resulting from weldingo The 
observations based on this study, in turn, have been used to understand 
more fully the results of the tensile testso 
Microstructures wholly typical of a particular type of welded 
jOint are difficult to obtain since the technique and skill of the welder 
are a.s important as the methods and materials used. This is emphasized 
by the large variations in the metallurgical structure and mechanical 
properties exhibited by the joints of supposedly duplicate plateso A 
great ID8.ny valid observations, however, can be made on the basis of the 
metallurgical data from the various jointso 
The low physical properties of the joints can generally be 
attributed to one or more of the following: (1) oxides in the metal, 
* AMechanical Properties of Coppers at Various Temperatures n , by 
W. H. Munse and No A. Weil, Proceedings ASTM, Vol. 51, 1951, po 9960 
weld metal pores-ity, (:3) extreme grain growth in the ba:se metal,. 
poor penetration and flow of the Vi.eld metal, (5) lack of structural 
~ontinuity aoross the bonding interfaoe, or (6) poqr alignmento 
Oxides are introduced readily during welding either from oxygen 
in the a.tmosphere or,some other source,. a notable exception being the 
inert-gas-shielderl-arc method 0 In tough-pi tah copper,. the oxid.es are 
already present in the base metal a.nd, with the addition of heat, may be 
redistributed into deleterious concentrations at the grain boundarieso 
The formation of copper oxide during welding or the r.edistribution of 
copper oxide which is already present in the base metal can seriously 
affect the quality of bond in a joint 0 Its presence also has a serious 
:effect on the ductility of the metal, particularly when it is located in 
continuous masses o 
Porosity in the weld metal is a common defect which is extremBly 
difficult to control 0 It may be caused by: (a) the presence of gases 
'1lhi.ch dissolve when the metal is mol ten and rapidly evolve when the melt 
solidifies, (b) reaction within the melt of oxygen or oxides and dissolved 
redueingagents7 and (c) an entrapment of the surrounding atmosphere in 
the melta An excellent correlation 'Was generally found between the 
mechanical properties of the -welded joints and the extent of porosity in 
the weld metalo In these tests there was no evidence that the type of base 
metal influenced the extent of weld m.etal porosityo However, there did 
appear to bea greater prevalence of shrinkage type porosity in the welds 
~de ~ith copper or brass rods than in the welds made with copper-silicon 
or." bronze rodso The welds made with copper and brass rods solidify 
~hrough a narrow range of te~eratureo Hence there is little time for the 
I"· -
-cavities, formed during solidifi,ca.tion, to be filled by the 
ml ten metal 0 In addition, the base metal is an excellent :e:onductorof 
'heat ,and produces a rapid rate of solidifioa.tion of thelRelt which a.lso 
t,ends to increase the degree of porosi tyo The ra.te of cooling" ho"Wever,. 
can be retarded'by'preheating the plate, thus decreasing the ca.pacity of 
'the pla.te tooonduct heat away from the ~eldo The voids formed by shrink-
age are small a.nd uniformly distributed 0 Therefore, they are much less 
important than the porosity voids resulting trom ga.s eV'olutiono 
Manyof" the "Welds contained gas (CO) porosity; this was parti. 
cularly true of the oarbon-arc 1felds7 and to a lesser degree, for the oxy-
acetylene and shielded.;,.,arc -weldso It is believed that this porosity has 
been cansed by 'either faulty technique or unfamiliarity with the welding 
proeesso Of the procedures used, only the inert-gas.;..shielded-arc process 
produced sound weld metal structures consistently 0 
One of the more import'ant effects of the large amount of heat 
introduced during welding is the grain growth of the base metal structure 
in the vicinity of the joint.. These coarse gra.ins have a lower strength 
a.nd hardness y and more, important, have less ductility than the finer-grained 
" structure of the base metalo Thecarbon-e.rc method of, welding, because of 
its high rate of heat input, does not cause much grain gro-wtho The other 
methods of welding all have a greater tenden"y to cause grain 'Coarsening), 
especia.lly the oxy-acetylene method. 
Another defect revealed by the metallurgica.l examination was the 
incomplete bonding at many butt interfaces 0 In order to develop the full 
strength of the joint,. structural continuity must exist across, the interfa..oe. 
If this continuity is not obtained, a crack which propagates readily under 
load is present 0 This type Qf structure is illustrated in Figo 140 
12.. 'C&rbon--Are Joints 
In general, the lower mechanical properties of the joints of 
theearbon.;.;.arc gr'oup -were :a direct rasul t ofexeessi va poresi ty or oxide 
f'ormationo Gas porosity often occurs when this method of ,.elding is used 
if' precautions are not taken to p:revent the highly soluble CO from 
,l:remoming entrapped in the solidifying melt 0 An. example of' such aoondi-
t i,on is sho1m clearly in Figo 150. 
Anotheri'aotor ''Which may be of -considerable importance in this 
d-sv:elopment of" gas poresi ty is the humidity of the' surrounding atmosphere 
at the time of 'welding 0 Welds prepared on a humid day may absorb and 
entrap moisture from the air and thus contain an unusually large degree 
qf 'porosityo This may account for the lower strengths obtained in some 
o'f the joints in this group" Joints Noo B17 B49, and :82 (See Figo 3) are 
e:m:mples of joints -which contained large amounts of porasi ty .and had 
relatively low strengths~ 
Joint 50A is another example of a very poor weld,ed jo,int 0 This 
may be attributed tofaul ty welding t,echnique since carbon-arc welds 
lfhich were sounda.nd had a strength approaching that of the three base 
m.e-tals -w,ere produced a 
13,; Shielded-Arc Joints 
The shielded~are proeess7 in general, gave better joints with 
tough-pitch copper than did the carbon .... arc processo N.evertheless, this 
process also provid-ed a number of'Joints whioh were re:latively weako 
The joints prepared using a phosphor-bronze rod appeared to be 
'superiQr to those produced with .a copper silicon rodo Sounder welds were 
...1..Uo 
~hen filler rods con~aining a deoxidizing element suoh as phos • 
. W.elds prepared with these two rods may be compared in 
loa-and l6bo 
Another ·defect noted in the examinations o.f the shie·lded.;..a.rc 
, s 'Was the inpomplet~ bonding at the butt interfaces in a number of 
If 'welding does not produoe structural continuity across the inter-
the Junction is,. in effect, Bi crack which propagates ie-adily under 
Figure 16a illustrates incomplete bond.ing of' this type 0 
Evidence tha.t severe thermal stresses existed in the w.eld metal 
,f;s shown in Figo 17aand 17bo In the former figure, deformation bands in 
~h~ form of dark parallel lines can be seen in the weld metalo Similar 
1Iiarkings are visibl.e in the latter figure .around th.e larg.e gas cavity 
'~hich appears to provid.e a stress concentra.tion" 
Th.e metallurgical survey indicated that the low strength obtain.ed 
in joint Noo 6 (Series r) may have been the result o'f incomplete continuity 
across the butt interface of the joint 0 This same condition may be noted 
in the case of joints Noo 54A, B22and B54" The joints of the shielded-
arc group exhibited relatively good strengths except -where full penetration 
was not obtained. The porosity in these joints, although quite heavy in 
Some cases, did not reduce the strength of the joints to less than 75 per-
cent of the base metal strengtho 
140 Inert-Gas-Shielded ... Aro Joints 
Of th$ processes considered in this program, the inert-gas-shielded=. 
arc procedure produced the best joints regardless of the base metal~ In a 
number of the ca~res,. it was found that the heat~affectBd zone of the joints 
relat'ively large • However, the joints. exhibi ted excellent continuity 
little mierer-porosity (See Fig. 18a), and, although some oxide penetra-
"C, did exist, it 'Was found to only a limited degree (See Fig. 18b)o 
,OXy:-Acetylena Joints 
A defect introduced in the oxy-acetylene- method of' -welding is 
ahsorption of oxygen by the metal at high temperatures and the subse-
,t precipitation of' this oxygen at the grain boundaries as Cu20. These 
iclescan seriously reduce the strength and ductility of' the joint as 
number and Gontinui ty increas'e 0 If 7 in addition" the plate is heated 
a. reducing atmosphere, a reaction occurs between the oxide and the 
eing gas to form water vapor. This results in the formation of high 
, ,etna.l pressures, which may disrupt the grain bounda.ries ,and set ups. 
1 internal stress systemo 
The formation of oxides also IDaF prevent bonding at the weld 
)Batal.;..base metal interface. Incomplete bonding of' this type is clearly 
sho:wn in Fig. 19ad' Figure 19b shows a narrow penetration of oxide which 
prohibited grain growth near the -weld'metal interface. A more serious 
fonnation of grain boundary oxides may be seen in Fig. 19c. 
An unusual distribution of oxide was noted in joint No. 59A 
(Figo 20) 0 The metallurgical specimen showed two types of oxide penetra-
tion~ in one area, (Fig" 20a), the oxides precipitated at the grain 
boundary, while in another area, (Fig. 20b), the oxide particles outline 
a grai;n structure other than that revealed by the etchanto Apparently" 
after the oxide precipitation ocourred iri, the grain boundari'es, deformation 
and recrystallization established a new grain structure 0 When the mechanical 
spe:cimens were cut-from thisp-late~cracks such as that pictured in 
ir 20c'were noted 0 A matallographic specimen, out to include this 
in a direction perpendicular to the crack, revealed 
fine fissur_esas shown by Fig. 20d" In Fig 0 20e 
tme;gIl~I ioation of 200X) it .oan be s'een that a heavy precipitation of Cu20 
grain boundaries destroyed the intergranular cohesion of the 
The structure of the joints prepared with an oxy-:-acetylenB 
f lame and a brass filler rod were quite similar for deoxidized and OFRC 
copper. However, the tough-pitch copper -was characterized by a very slight 
degree of coarsening of the bas-e metal str'ucture and the precipitation of 
copper oxide in the grain boundaries of the base metal in the vicinity of 
the jointo When a brass filler rod was used, the penetration and struc-:-
t ural continuity -were not as good as exp.ected 0 Since the melting point of 
the filler metal is lower than that of the base metal, the filler metal 
flows freely at a temperature below that at -which good penetration of the 
base metal can occuro This may be seen in Fig., 210 
The weld data. and nlacrostructures of the joints prepared by the 
OXY-a-cetylene process reveal the grea.t variety of procedures a.nd joint 
details used by the different fabrica.tors 0 The Series I specimens includ.ed 
beveled (single and double).? scarfed and butt type joints 0 The Series II 
specimens were prepared by one fabricator and -consequently ·aremore consis-
tento Nevertheless, the 1/8-in" thick joints of Series II exhibited a 
great deal of misalignment. 
Thus, the greatest variation in procedure, strength, and general 
properties was found in the joints prepared by the oxy .... acetylene proc.esso 
This process probably requires the greatest skill on the part of the operator. 
'fABLE 1 
WELDED COPPER JOINT DESCRIPTIONS AS PROPOSED IN THE iNn~AL PROGRAM 
. f IllER t£TA~ JO!NT NUKBER (EACH !NCLUDES A AND B PLATES) 
.ElEClROl'fl At PJUlSPHOROUS OXYGEN-IFREE 
TOUGH pnCH DEO~!D!ZED H ~ GH ~~NDUC'n V rry 
COPPE~il~~ Roo· 19 2 1.1 t 1.8 if9 s 50 
PHOSPMOR=COPPER ROD S~ sa. 19t 20 51; 52 
COPPERa4g lICON- ROD- S, 6 21,22 599 S\ 
P-HOSPHGR-BRONZ£ ROD -- 1~ a· 29p 2~ 55, 5' 
DEmuD ij ZED COPPER ROD 9, ~O 25p -2, .5"19 58 
~·Rf)D- UfJ 12 2'19 28 599 ~O 
COPPER ROD 1S, 1~ 29t SO 61, 62 
CARBON ... ARC COPPER->SUUOON AllOY (9 0/0) 1 As1 B92Ap2B 1?Ag17B9 18A9 18B ~9Ap~9B 
CARBON"'ARC PH08PHOR->BRONlt: (Cu-oSN" GRADE 0) "A9~B 
CARBON",ARO COPPER-PHOSPHORUS AllOY (9Sa-'1) .. 19A9 198 
CARBONoARO PHOSPHOncBRONZE(CUoSNgGRAO! Hoy KNOWN 20A,,20B 52A 1I 52B 
CARBONoARC DEOXIDIZED-COPPER (TYPE NOT SYATED) aAgas 
INERi~GAS=SHOElDED=ARe S 9 to CON DE:ox 8 D 9 ZED·· COPPER 9A998,10A9108 25A,25B92GAs268 51A957B958A9588 (TUNGSTEN El~CTRODE) 
SH 9 ElDEoooAR© COPPER-SULiCON ALLOY (9 0/0) 5Ag5B9 6A I1 6B 21A,,21B,,22Ap22B 5~A959A1I5aB (COVERED ElEOTRODEg AWS=ASTM ECuS1) 
SHRELDED",ARC PHOSPHOR-BRONZE (A) (COVERED ElECTRODE? 7A97B,8A,,8B 2ifA!)2~B 55A,55B 1I 56Ap56B M'S~ASTM E CuSN ... A) . 
OXY-AOE'fYLENE SUlBCON DEOXIDIZED COPPER 1~A, 1'4B 62A III 62B O)('f"'AOEl'YlENE PHOSPHOR DEOXIDIZED COPPER (SILVER-BEARBNG) 61A 9 61 B OX'If""AOE'fYlENE PHOSPHOR AND MANGANESE OEOXDD8ZED COPPER 90A,90B 
(SOLVER-BEARiNG) 
OXY .. AOE'fYlENE low-FUMING MANGANESE BRONZE (MELTiNG RANGE 
1590e1690oF) 
28A,,28B 60A\)60B 
Oxy-ACETn.EM:: NAVAL BRASS (MELTRNG RANGL 16SO-U;500F) 11A9 US 27A927B 
OX'(ePROPANE SPELTER (MElTiNG RANGE 15?O-16100F) 12A912B 59A,,59B 
WELD NO. 1A 2A 11A l8A \'A 50A 
18 2B 81 B2 11B '18B 811 818 .\'B SOB 8lto9 850 
. fILLER METAL E"I~RDUR HERCUt,OV OlVMP8© OLYMPIC EVERDUR OLYMPIO OU'MPtO OlVWBC EVERDUR OLYMPIC OLYMPIC 
BRONn: BRONZE BRONZE.V RaONm BnONlI: 1010 BRONZE BRONZE 
SOURO~ AMI~R'OAN REVERE COo CHASE Coo CHAS~ COo AMERIGAM CHASE COo ~HASE CO~ - CHASE CO~ AMERICAN CHASE COo CHASE COo 
BRj~ COo BRASS Coo • BRASS COo 
5/a2~1A ROD SSZE p IN. 5/:~ 3/16 1/\ 5/82-1/\ 5/'82 S/16 5/rrl-3/16 5/~r2."'1A 5/~ 1/lf 
flUX EVI~RFlUX HAND H lBQo EVERfLUX EVERFLUX EVERFLUX NONE EVERFLUX EVf.RfL,UX EVERflUX EVERf'LUX EVERFlUX 
fYPf:: SHM(ER PAINT PASTE PASTE SHAKER PASTE PA~:TE SHAKER PASTE PASTE 
JOINt O£s:HGN ~OO BEVEL SQUARE '*00 BEVEL ~OOBEVEL SQUARE ~ '+00 BEVEL BiOo BEVEL EDGE PREP. ',.. S~ilJARE 300 BEVEl PiOo BEVEL OJ 
ROOT SPACE~ • N ' 1 '16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/8 1/16 1/116 NoNE :5 1/16- 1/16 POSITDON . Fl,!\! FUT Fur FLAr FLU' fUT FUT Fll~! . fUT < FLAY FUT BACKING COIPPER STEEl COPPER COPPER COPPER COPPER COPPER COF'PER CoPPER >- COPPER COPPER < CLAMPING YEIS YES YES YES YES YES YES YE~~ YES aC YES YES 
.... 
ARC METHOD aC Q 
ELECTRODE saz~~ UNo a/:6 a/8 9/8 5/16-3/8 a/8 5/16 5/i16 .. a/8 a/s 0 9/8 5/16-3/8 z CURRENT DoCo D·oCo D.~.· Do~o Do~o D.C. Do~o D.C. D·.C. D.C. 
POURBTY STRA8G~T STRAIGHT STRAIGHT STRAIGHT STRAIGHT STRAIGHT STRAIGHT STRAIGHT STRAIGHT STRA 8GHT STRAIGHT 
VOlTAGE 98.Jf0 28 28 ... 30 'n 25"'26 2S··21 28 25-27 
AMPERAG~ 1509200 A 315...1&00 210 180-2\0 150,200 260 1600!0150 200-210 125.,.150 210 190-260 
PREHEA T TmP oaF 
B '+50-500 
$00 HOO 600 600 600 600 SOC 600 600 
PROCEDURE 
PASSES 2 2 2 2 
SPEED, iN/MIN 
NONE YES NONE NONE NONE "NONE PEENING NONE NONE NONE NONE NONE 
WELD NO. 
sa ~B B3 B'* 19B 20B 
FILLER METAl. DEOX PHOSPHOR PHOSPHOR PHOSPHOR PHOSPHOR PHOSPHOR PHOSPHOR PHOSPHOR PHOSPAOR PHOSPHOR PHOSPHOR 
I COPPER BRONZ~ 310 BRONZE BRONZE COPPER BRONZE BRoNm BRONZE BRONZE BRONZE . BRONZE 
,I SOUR~ REVERE COo AMERIOAN AMER8CAN AMERICAN WESTINGHOUSE MORRIS AMERIOAN AMERICAN MQRRIS AMER80AN AMERIOAN 
BRASS CO. BRASS Co. BRASS COo WHEELER BRASS COo BRASS COo WHEELER BRASS Coo BRASS COo 
ROD SIZE, tNo 1/0 a/1~ 1/4 1/4 1/8 1/4 1/4 . 1/4 . 114 . 1/4 . 1/4 
flU); NONE Nom: EVERFLUX EVElWlUX HAND H llQ. EVEm;'lUX EVERflUX EVERFlUX EVERfLUX EVERFlUX EVERFlUX 
'h'PE PAS1'E PAS1'E PAlm SHAKER PASTE PASTE SHAKER PASTE PASTE 
JOIN'U' OES8QN .:~~~ lJ.50 BEVEl &tOO BEVEL 400 BEVEl t~·, 600 lEVEL '*00 BEVEL 1100 BEVEL 600 BEVEL ~OO BEVEL \00 BEVEL EOOE PREP. SQUAREj}!q., 
ROOf SPAOE g iN. 1/92 No~ 1/16 1/16 1/16 ~"J 1/16 1/16 1n6 1/16 1/1 () 1/1G 
Po~n.oN FUT Fur FLAY FLAT FUT Fuy fUf FLAY FUT FLAT FLAT 
BAOKING NONE STEEl COPPER COPPER STEEL COPPER COPPER COPPER COPPER COPPER COPPER 
ClA~BNG NONE YEs 'YES '~;YES YES 'YES YES YES YES YES 'YES 
AR@ MErHOD 
ELEOTRODE SIZE, INo 1/8 a/8 a/8 1/2 9/16 1/2. 9 3/8 9/8 1/2 1/2g3/8. aJa 1/2 
CURRENT DoCo DoC. DoCo DoCo D.C. DoC. DoC. D~C. DoCo DoC. DoC. 
POURS'i'"f REVERSE STRA8Gm STRAIGm STRAtGH], STRAIGHT S'fRAIGH'i' STRABGHY STRABGHY STRAIGHT STRAIGHT STRAIGHT 
VOlTAGE 31 %5 ~o 96 30 ... 35 sa '*0 S8 39 
AMP~RAGE 21~ aOO gS50 200 820 150-175 3259425 190 9'10 325...it25 190 290 
PREHEAT TEMPoOF NONE NONE 600 GOO 400 300 600 600 aoo 600 600 
PROOEDURE 
PASSE$ ~ 2 2 2 2 
SPEi::1l p I N/M H! 15 12 
PEENING NONE NONE NONE NONE YES NONE NONE NONE NONE NONE NONE 
~BQbII!C lQUGH PITCH 
SERIES I SERIES TI 
1/8-;;;. ~/" TN: ~ 1/»& IN. ~18 IN. 1/\8H. 1/8 IN. 1/\ 8No 
VELD NO. U 2A Ii~ 82 11A 18A 811 ina \9A SPA B~9 B50 
18 2B f78 188 ~98 -SOB 
SPEC .. NO 
~ 289 3\0 269590 1\9 600 169\60 31 9°70 279000 31 p 590 259970 2898~0 1151 070 12 95 .. 0 28 p 380 MAX IMlt1 2 319650 23 p ORlO 139820 '26 9 630 801)530 a092~0 319090 26 p 160 32,080 898~0 17p 9'iiO 29 9370 STRENGTH ~ 209290 259290 301)\\0 179 810 29 9900 89~70 (P.S.lo) \ 25 Q 690 226730 ~ .31,,900 26 0 700 23 9 860 '0990 
IW. 26 9480 2\9\10 1\9210 21 9 540 30$)980 259\\0 31 9310 26 11 °60 289670 89 770 1592'40 289870 
Y~ElD 1 129920 199 380 1°9950 1\99\0 1°9 \20 129830 10p 760 12,\00 79 560 89~80 109°60 
INDEX 2 n!)200 1'i 96'10 109300 129750 "'9190 109'10 129060 ';19\80 12\1990 69\70 13 9 150 1°11 620 (PoS.Do) a 1298»&0 109570 139760 129010 169 100 59 890 ~ 13,930 90 720 149710 H o560 %150 50 270 
AV. 1a!l~'10 119330 109300 119 850 1\9,.00 HI/100 129190 11 9120 13,91') 69 800 1°9810 1098)10 
/ 
ELONGATION ~ 21 0 5 18.8 3.1 605 4707 23 0 8 29.0 21.5 19,7 403 5:i 28 0 5 
~NDEX :2 270 5 1,..'7 1f 0 8 1600 \0.8 \207 38.0 "'05 310 8 5.0 !toa 35.5 
~%) 3 1.0 17 0 8 2805 12 .. '1 28/1 ~.,. 
1\} ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
AVo ~7D2 16.' 30 9.5 H.2 36 0 9 28.2 330 5 2005 260~ \.2 ': .. ~'g 3200 
REDUCTION ~ 59.0 280 0 8.0 rno 88 .. 0 \8 0 0 52.0 »iOoO 6\.0 13.0 1500 51.0 
OF AREA :2 \9 0 0 2'100 1,..0 1\.0 8~ .. O 77.0 6'1.0 \3 0 0 69.0 'iDoO 5.0 56.0 (0/0) 3 21.0 28.0 "8S~O 29.0 7000 
\ ~ ~ ~ ~ .JLJL ~ ~ 
AVo 36.5 2505 HoD 15 .. 5 8\05 5\.5 59.5 ~105 63.5 8.0 10.0 S3.5 
LOCATION ~ EoV. EoWo M .• W. MoW. 8.oM. MoV. B.Mo 80 M. HoZ. M.W. M.oW. B.M. 
Of 2 Eo"o HoZ. M.W. B.M. H.l. fl.l .. BoM. B.M. H.Z. M.W. E.Wo BoMo 
fRACTUREI3i 3 EoW. EoW. 80Mo MoW. H.Zo M.Wo 
\ EoVo EoVo Hol. E.V. E~V. MoV. 
MoV. ~ MIDDLE OF VELD 
EoW. = EDGE OF WELD 
111 FRACTURE LOCATION HoZ. = HEAT AFFECTED ZONE 
8.Mo = BASE METAL 
S~ARY Of MECH~N.lC~L PRo~~lIE,~ ~I 
. .~. ~.. ~ .; '. 
~ .. EI&CTBOl~:rIC TOUGH PIIGH ,.. 1!2X HIGH PHOS ... 
SERIES'isERIES 10, L," ,'~~RIES j , SER1~S H~ ,-,sSiRIES"'i'~: .. ,' SgRIES 18,_ 
JIB INe l/r ""s j/S" Brie' 1/\ 'BNp ' 1/~ INg '4 UN, ljf'iN~ ~148Ne li8 IN; 1(\ 8Mo 1/8, ft'!;' 1l!'lj; 
VElD NO. SA ~A 83 8~ 19A 20A 819 820 52A 851 852 
MAXIMLM 



















































289590 a0 9360 20afi30 
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MoVo = HIDDlE Of WELD 
EoW. = EDGE OF WELD 
HoI. = HEAT AfFECTED lONE 

































M .. W. 
, reo"'o 
a.".,. 
269830 3°9870 19 9 640 269250 
----~ 29 9290 28 9560 
119460 9p480 
11 9 1 '10 9 II 870 
--=-- ----
'it 9SHJ 9p~20 
16,,() %0 0 5 
80 0 18 0 0 






WELD BASE APPEARANCE OF 
NO} ~TAl JOINT U (2 ) (3) 
Eu:c'ii' STEEP SfRUCTURA~ .NARROII HAZo $EGRECAT80N ON STRUCTURAL CONTlNUI1V ,SOf'£- OXIDE PEN!:-· 
CR~DgENi A1 J09N1 9 (HEAT""Aff'i!C1iW OONCENTRIC R8NCS ANDPENE'fRA1UON 'fRAT tON IN GRABN 
SOME CaNT 8 NU D1'lf' C) lONE) IN WH. GOODo BOUNDARY NEAR JOUNT o (WELD r-£TAL) 
2 EU::C1 EXCELLENT 00N1UN= NARROW HAlo SOUND WJl o ~OOR CON18 NU nv HEAVY OXIDE PENE- HEAVY POROSITY. 
U8Tf ACROSS 8NT~R- AT ROOT OF WEt-Do TRATiON NEAR JOINT. 
f'ACf: o 
fl . DEOX GOOD DONDo LARGE HAlo MODERATE EXTENT fAUR PENETRATION 9 No OXIDE SOUND "'0 
SOME OXIDE Of M8CRO~POROSaf.lo COOD CONTBNUIT't"o PENETRAT80N 
PENETRAnON Ai NEAR JOINT <> 
EDGE OF PU1E& 
~8 DEO); CRACKED AT .MODERATE HAZo STRONG COLUMNAR GOOD CONYftNUU1"t SMAll OXIDE HEAV., POROSUTV~ 
JUNCT80N o GROWTHo MeCRO'" AND FAIR PENET.RIl Y. ON 
SHR8NKAGE POROSITY o PENETRATBON o AT EDGE OF 
PLATE. 
if9 OFHC GOOD CONTINUIT~. MODERATE HAZo MODERATE GOOD PENETRATiON SOME OXIDE VERY HEAVY 
GRABN GROWTH MO~CROc>pORO'S I-lV AND CONT i NU O'f'lf .. PENETRATION A1 POROSBTY~ 
8NHVB8TED NEAR 8N \11 0 EDGE Of' PUTEo 
JOIN'ii'o 
50 OfHC JOIN'f SHOWS GOOD MODERATE HAZo HIGHLY CORED~ GOOD PENETRATION .No OXIDE MODERATE 
PENETRATiON AND SOM! MA'CRO"'fOROSiTY,c> AND CONTiNUD1'lf 0 PENETRA T I O,N o POROSITY o 
©ONYINU 8'f't 0 BUTl 
J08NT IS ENTBRElY 
LACKING iN ANY 
BOND INn: A on ON 0 
'of WEa::D'HElAi..' " :·'JOI 




a furor GOOD BONDo NARROW HAZ" VERY POROUS lt10 SHARP GRAD3EN'f g -SOME OXIDEi VERY SOUND \M 
tOTTLE PENETRATBON" PENETRAY80N NEAR 
JOINT" 
Pf EU:OT GOOD BOND" ,NARROW HAZo HEAVilY aORED POOR CONTINU UTi HEAVY OXUDE HEAVY POROSITY" 
SOME GRAiN BUT SOUND", AOROSS INTERFAOE" PENETRATBON NEAR. 
GROWTH DNHRB6TED JOINT" 
AL.ONG EDGE AT 
PlATEo 
19 DEOX SHARP BOUNDARY MODERATE HAZo HHmlY CORED g GOOD PENETRATION ,No OX8DFl MODERATE POROSBTY" 
Ar JUNOTION" EXTENSIVE AND OONTINUITY 0 PENETRATiON 
POROSITY" 
20 DEOX SHARP GRADIENTg MODERATE HAZ" COREDW1.; GOOD PENETRATION No OXIDE HEAVY POROSITY" 
L.ITTlE PENETRATBON" URGE AMOUNT OF AND CONTiNUITY .. PENETRATION .. 
HI CRO-PORO$ ltV 0 
51- OfHC FAIR PENETRATION SOME OXIDE MODERATE POROSITY o 
" AND OONTINUITY o PFlNE'fRA T I ON A'i' 
'EDGE OF"PLATi;:. 
52 (f'HC LITTLE PENETRAYOON" LARGE HAlo HEAVY CORING FAIR PENETRATIONp ,SOME OXIDE SOUNDo 
SHARP, BREAK" AND POROSITY o GOOD CONTiNUITY" PENETRAT I ON A,f FEW PITSo 














(AS ~PORTED BY FABRICATORS) 
ELECTROLYTIC TOUGH PITCH ~ ~ DEOl HIGH PHOS <=;>aa~~~~~(F.;xc,.;,;;.HC~~~~"","""""~""""",, 
SERIES I. SERIEs II. SERIES B . SERIES HI*"" .~. SERIES I . SERIES II 































DOUBLE U ~OO8£VF.~;\OO BEVEL SQUARE 
1/1' 1/1' 1/16 8/32 
FLAY FLAY flAY 
SYEEl COPPER COPPER COPPER 





















aoO BEVEl 400 BEVEl \00 BEVEL SQUARE 
TICHY 1/16 1/1' 1/8 
15° ANGLE flAT FLAT 
COPPER COPPER COPPER COPPER 
YES YES YES YES 
5~A 853 BS4 
BROtUENO COPPER COPPER 
E all900N SUlOOON 
ARCOS AROOS AROOS 
CORP. CORP" CORP., 5/82, 5/82 5/82 
BEVEL 8/32 40° BEVEL \00 BEVEL 
1/8 1/16 1/1' 
FLAY fLAY fLAT 
SYEEl COPPER COPPER 
YES YES YIS 
ELEOTRODE SAZE p 8N.5/32 8/16· 5/82 5/32 5/32 5/32 5/32 5/32 5/32 5/32 5/32 
CURRENT D.C. DoC. .D.C. D."C., DoCo DoC. D.C. Do.C. DoCo OoCo ooe. D;C. 
POURITY RnERSf: REVERSE REVERSE REVERS! RnERSf: REVERSE REVERSE REVERS! R!'IfERS! REVERSE REVERSE REVERSE 
VOLTAGE 26 SO .. \O 35.,.37 82 2«) 29 32 82 ... \0 26 60 32-80 35.,38 
AMPERAGE 200 175-250 160",150 1'10"'200 200 no 1itO 190-170 200 225 ... 250 1itO-160 190 ... 170 
PREHEAT TEMP •. ot' 1000 900 .. 1100 800 1000 1000 800 '150-800 CHERRY RED 800 
PROCEDURE 
PASSES 2 1 1 2 
SPEED? IN/MUN 
PEENBNG NOlliE YES NONE NONE NONE ' .:.i_. NONE NONE NONE NONE NONE NONE 
wELD NO., 7A 8A '2ltA 'SSA 'S'A 
18 8B 81 B8 2V.B B2S ,-,82~, 55" -, 568' --Q55·· -'B~':-, 
fOU.ER METAL BRONZ!N!) PHOS-TROD! PHOSPHOR PHO~PHOR PHos-TRODE PHOSPHOR PHOSPHOR BRONZEND P PHos"'TRODi PHOSPHOR PHOSPHOR 
P BRONZE BRONZE BRONZE BRONZE 5060 BRONZE "RONIE 
SOURCi! AROOS AMP CO ARCOS AROOS Awoo AROOS AROOS AROOS Att'oo AROOS AROOS 
CORPo METAL CORP., CORP o ME"i'AL CORP o CORP o CORP o METAL CORP o .~ORPo 
ROD BIZEt IN o 1/8 11\ 5/92 9/tt; 1/\ 5/92 a/Hi an6 1/\ 5/92 S/16 
FLUX NON! 
, TYPE 
JOINT DESIGN 0 ~5° BEVEL ~5° BEVEL ~5° BEYEl ~SO BEVEL ~5° BEVEL \50 BEVEL EDGE PREP. SO BEVEL BUTr 
ROOT SPACE p INo liGHT 5/32 3/82 a/S2 5/32 9/32 S/92 1/32 5/32 9/32 S/S2 
PosnlON fUT fUT FUT fUT FUT fUT fLA'i' fLAT 
BAOtCBNG COPPER COPPER COPPER COPPER COPPER COPPER COPPER COPPER COPPER COPPER COPPER 
CUMPING YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES lES YES YES 
ARC METHOD 
ElEOTROOE-SeZE,.BN9 \ 1/a 1/1f S/U; 1/ft 5/82 3/16 9/16 1/\ S/S2 S/16 
CURREttr· DoC o DoC o DoCo DoCo DoC., D.C. DoC., 'DoCo 'D.C .. DoC .. 
POURn'i R£VERSE REVERSE REVERSE REVERSE REVERSE REVERSE REVERSE REVERSE REVERSE REVERSE R.EV'ERSE 
VOLTAG~ 29 21 52 \0-9a 27 90-28 S5-82 87 28 aD 'ff! 
AMPERAGE 185 9SIJ.a315 1'+0 280;'260 850-815 150-160 280-260 2ltD 85o-1t75 150 2S0 
PREHEAT lEMPo O F 1000 aDo 800 NoNi 800 
PROO!DUR! 
PASSES 2 2 2 
SP£EDf) U..t/MBN o 
PEENING NONE NONi: NONE' NONE NONE NOI\!! NONE NONE NONE NONE 
'j /8 U'N~~ ~il~ UNo 1-/8 8N~iABN-: 1/8 INo 1/''' 1No 1/8 UNo 
·1" 8No ·1/8 UNo ii\ iNo fie .0 No' 1/,* ONo 
WELD NOo SA. G't as Bt; 21A 22A B21 822 sal 5\,\ Bsa B~ 
58 68 21B 228 598 
SPEC" .NOo 
~ 219680 ~097\O 259120 25pno 301)890 21&11 620 2SpHO 11&11 990 26 g520 '11 500 279950 1811 200 
MAXIt-Ut 2 201}070 111'280 221'560 a~Il~30 al l1 Bi80 289180 28 9 850 29 9750 31 9\10 '1/790 291/980 309 580 STRENGTH 3 199\20 179980 31,}020 229%50 90 11 170 (PoSo~o-) ~ 19 0 320 18002.2, 320280 2\0250 
--==-=> ~.J9Q 
A'fa 209 '20 1\11510 2\9 1\0 281)280 31 11 1&20 25'}020 26 9980. 22~a70 29,}5-'0 996\0 28 11 960 2%g390 
YIELD 1 199 860 81J660 11 9 620 119~SO 139830 101/160 119 690 1011 670 11 9 620 'p380 121/\10 9p830 
INDEX 2 1911 250 101/1:20 101)580 109030 131'550 10p590 119110 111/110 119860 91/610 11 11 070 89350 (P-<)Soj~) 9 1\9120 12!)S10 1%9%20 10}]220 1293GO 
\ ~ ~1J! 139760 109700 ~ 12J.l0 
-AY o 1111J200 199,,0 Hp 100 1 elp 730 139 890 101/570 119730 10p~90 12p1\0 91/9110 11 II 7!f0 99 090 
ELONGATION 1 702 \Q5 1"~7 13,,5 180 9 210$ 160 6 ag:~ 21,,9 20 5 1702 8$5 INDEX 2 50 8 leoS H 0 6 2805 11Q7 35,,9 a1,fj 300 2 200 2\02 3BoO (o!@) 8 aoo '108 16 0 7 19 0 '1 28Q5 
. < \ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 20 0 7, ~ ~ 28.5\. ~ --~ 
AY o ito' 60 \ 1\01 2100 ~808 2\0\ 2it.,S 2100 250' 202 200 7 29 0 2 
REDUC1~ON 1 1\00 18(>0 29 0 0 22 0 0 8700 a~oo 2(;00 1200 28 0 0 6 .. 0 2(;00 18 0 0 
Of .AREA 2 220 0 t\oO 3200 800 0 \SoO 56 .. 0 79 0 0 1~fj 65.,0 \00 590 0 310 0 
(0/1»), a 2QO 2500 90.,0 5200 69 0 0 
lit 
..1QJL. ~!L ~ ~=-=" ~ J!JL ~ ~~ 
AVo 12 0 0 190 0 a0 0 5 260 0 7702 its.,? 52 0 5 90 5 50 0 0 50 0 a9 0S 27 .. 5 
lOCATION 1 EoVo MoV" E.Vo E.Clllo HoZQ MoW. ~ol1fo MoWo EQWo ,",0'1 0 MoV" MoWo 
OF' 2 £oVo MoWo BoMo B'"tfo Holo Holo .BoMo BoMo Holo M .. Vo BoMo BoMo 
fRACTURE" 9 EoVo' EoVQ Holo 1'010 HoI 
\I EoVo ,EoVo Holo ,EoWo HoZ.o 
-HQWO .!::·i4lDDLE OF VELD 
• fRACTURE UICAT I ON EoVo :: EDGE Of WELD 
HoZo = ~£AT AffECTED ZONE 
BoMo = PASE METAL 
SUMMARY OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE OF JOINTS VELDED BY THE SHIElOEOoARC PROCESS 
<~'""'O!::CIIQ."""""-"""<~~~~-~~~~-~-
ElECYROYTIC TOUGH PITCH 
............... x:; ... ~::x:-r:::r~·3"",",_-~~-o-""~-~",, 
OEOX HI GH PH OS OFHC 
c_~~E~ ~I~_t~=~ SER~ES q 
-= SEBIE~ ~ §EBIE§ ~ B §EBIE§ B .... IEJHE§. In 
~!8 8N. 1!~ U~. U8 ONo U\ 8l\l0 ~!8 ONo ~A HNm 1/88N. j/~ ON. 1/8 ON. 11~ ONe. 1/8 INo 1/\ RN. 
VEILD NO o '1~ BA 81 B8 2~A B23 82\ 55A 56A 855 856 
18 88 2liB 558 569 
SPECo NO. 
~ aOI)~HO 21pa20 27 p5fttO 20,,8~O 29 p190 319130 2l1t\l270 a1p~60 25~O10 22\1120 'j()p890 
MAX ~MU'1 :2 2~f)SBO aO p9\tO 21 9320 219080 289760 a~ p2.Ul 201'870 92p810 309 150 309 860 2Sp'1SO STRENGTH S 29 9800 309200 809750 219\80 28\1\90 (PoS.~o) ~ ~ SL3S0 30 Q 600 30 0 820 30e630 ~ 
AVo 28 99itO 29 9950 21pit30 239960 299910 ~'j9nO 229 570 309 580 289 580 26 9 \90 209910 
YIELD ~ ~~9150 ~2p550 ~091l'W 993,.0 H9~OO U 9520 ~91aO ~$.980 129250 ~29\60 81)270 
~NDEl '2. 139 830 13 9930 109~80 99800 111'890 12~O10 9p850 159 410 'Pf9 25O 12p~aO 8p'1~O 
«PoS.B.) a 1'19~50 j39260 H9~60 l3p 190 169 770 
\ J.4ttQ. ~ .1lJZ! ~ HIe 1 '10 ~ 
AY o ~591~O ~~9280 109\t\O 91)570 U96~O 11 9760 998iO 'i\p010 1~g 110 129 \"0 8g500 
ELONGATION ~ 17.1 1808 2~o2 H.8 32 0 0 36 .. 9 1405 260;5 2~00 13.9 10 .. 5 
INDEJ!: 2 1101 a~'oo ~t).~ 19.5 9902 91~2 1'1.0 22 .. 8 3200 23,,2 1700 
(0/0) ~ n.8 2'1.7 itO o 9 22.0 210\ 
~ 
..J.Z...L ..J!JL ' - 3'1.0 
-=-= ~ ~ -=-
AVo 1501 2708 18 0 7 15.6 81 .. 1 3\00 120' 25 01 29.7 18.5 'j3 0 1 
REDUCTION ~ 13.0 31.0 $7.0 18.0 52.0 85.0 1~.0 8~oO \Sc.() \6.0 16,,0 
OF AREA 2 19.0 61.0 18 0 0 2200 5700 7900 1900 '83.0 80.0 6000 18.0 
o/@ a 6.0 28 0 0 8it.O ·G~.O 8000 
\ ~ 55.0, .JL!L ~ ~ 
-AVo 13.5 43 .. 7 27 0 5 20.,0 69.0 8200 ~605 77,,0 69.7 53 .. 0 1405 
LOCATION 1 HoI. EoVo BoM. MoV. H.Z. 80 M. BoM" HoI" E.Wo MoV. MoVo 
OF 2. M.W. B.M. BoM .. BoMo HoZ. 8oMo MoV" 'Holo H.Z. 80 M. 8.Mo 
FRACTURE9 ~ H.lo H"l. 80 M. H.I. 'HoZo 
It': Holo B.M. BoMo B.Mo BoMo 
• fRACTURE LOCATION MoV. = MIDDLE Of WELD 
E.Vo = EOGE OF VELD' 
HoI. = HEAT AfFECTED lONE 
B.M. = BAS~ M~TAB 
SERrE. 8 SERIES 10 
WELD BASE APPEARANCE Of M ICROSTiWCTURE . MiCROSTRUCTURE APPEARANCE (f' M ~ CROSTRUCTURE ,M I tROSTRUCTURE 
NO o METAl JOINT ~ BASE METAL Of WELD METAL JOINT Of BASE METAL Of WELD f£TAl (1 ) (2) (3) (~) (~) , (6) (7) (8) 
5 Euwii' Sii'Ef:P GRAD9EN'U'o VERY NARROW HAZ E:lCtEN$I'\I~ MBCRo-POROSITY AT INYERwDENDRRTOC AT MODERATE 
MUCRO""f'OROSnTYo DNTERFAC~o JORNT o POROSIn'o 
() EL~Cl No OONYDNU8TY No cO,NnNUB'i'Y HEAVY POROSI'N ... LITTLE PENf:TRATION p SOME OX8D! MODERAn: 
AOROSS8NTERfAC~o ACROSS' BUTY o GOOD CONTBNUS'N PENETRATION NEAR POROS8TY o 
SOME OXID! A@ROSS INTERFACEo JOINT o 
PENETRATIONo 
-" 
21 OEOX GOOD BONDo V~R'V' lARGE HAZo 2~-A SOUND E:lCOELlENY OXIDE PENETRATION MODERATE 
2~cB HEAYY·POROS8TYo PENETRATION AND AlONG EDGE of POROS8YYo 
CONTI NU. 'N 0 PUTEo 
22 DEo~ STEEP GRADHENT VERY URGE HAZo SOUND ,,",0 POOR PENETRATiON p No OXIDES HEA'if'f POROSITY o 
BUY GOOD POROSITY UN tt1 PRESENY o 
CONTINUln. OUTlBNES JOINii'o 
5a fFHC GOOD CONT8Nuan LARGe: HAZ o HEAVY MAORo- FAIR PENETRATHON No OXIDES MOOERA1E 
AOROSS ~~ .. AND MBVRo- AND GOOD PRESENl' 0- POROSITY o 
JUNCTIONo POROGI'N o CONTI NUITY o 
~ OFHC No BONDING AOROS~ MODERATELY LARGE EXTENSIVE MICRO- fAiR PENETRATiON p No OXIDti; HE~VY 
BUTl' INTERFACi:o HAlo POROGln o GOOD CONTINU8T~b PRESENT o POROSBTY o 
I£LD BASE. APPEARANCE Of _MRCROSTRUCTURE MICROSTRUCTURE \c· APPEARANCE OF M IeRosTRiJCTURE -
NOo HE-rAl JOINT OF BASE METAL Of' WELD HETA~ JOINT (F BASE METAL (0 (2) (3) ('* ) (5) (G) -_(7) 
'1 ELEOT GOOD BOND lARG~ HAZo SOUND ""0 GOOD CONTINUITY o HEAVY OXIDE SOUND ~o 
PENETRAT80N 
NEAR JOINT 0 
8 Eu:cy SHARP RNYERFAOE SOME I NOLUS B ONS DENSE g l.ITTLE FAIR CONTINUanT, SOME OXIDE HEAVV POROSIT'lfo 
WITH lITTlE AT GRAIN COR I NG EY IOENT .. POROSITY AT PENETRATION AT 
CON18 NU ITY ., BOUNDARY o H.ITERFACEo JOINY AND EDGE 
Of' 8M. 
28 DEOX GOOD PENETRATION SOME OXIDE SOUND 
AND FLOW o PENETRATION 
-AT EDGE OF 
PUTE. 
24 Dt:ox POOR DQFFUSaON NARROW HAZ. HEAVY POROSITVo FAIR PENETRATION9 No OXIDES HEAVY POROS ITY. 
AT INTERFAOE o GOOD CONTINUITY PRESENT. 
CRAOK NEAR EDGE .. 8N GENERAl o 
55 OFHC FAIR OONTINUITY LARGE HAZ. VERY SOUND \f1o EXCELLENT 00N11= No OXIDES VERY SOUND. 
AOROSS JOINT o NUITV AND PENE" PRESENT., 
TRATIONo 
56 OFHC VERY SHARP LARGE HAZ EXTENSIVE OOR- FA I R CONTI NU I'i'Y SOME OXIDE HEAVY POROSITV o-
GRADIEN1 ING AND MIORO- AND PENETRA'fION o PENETRATION 
P,OROSITYo AT JOINT AND 
! PLATE FAOE o 
i, ELECTROLYTBC rouGH PSYCH DEO'; H~ GH PHOO OFHC 
, '" I.· SERBES ~ SER8ES I~ SERIES 8 ,d SERIES Ii SERIES R SERIES II 
i 
1!8 UNo 1/a. S!\!o 1/8 IN. U'4 HNo 1/8 8N o U\ 81\1 0 1/8 8N. 1/'4 IN., 1/8 IN., 1 f4 D N .. 1/8 BN .. 114 INo 
WELD NO. 9A 10A 25A 26A 5'1A 58A 
9B 10B 89 B'jO 258. 26B 825 826 578 58B B57 B5.8 
f I U.ER ME'i'A l ANACONDA ANAaONDA ANAaONDA ANACONDA ANA@ONDA ANACPNDA ANACONDA ANACONDA ANAOONDA ANAOONDA ANAOONDA ANACOND 
m 312 872 an ~2 372 372 312 872 a72 "n2 a72 
SOURO~ AOR REVERE Co. AMER8CAN AMERICAN AIR REVERE Coo AMER.CAN AMERiOAN ADR REVERE COo AMER8CAN AMERICAI 
REDUCT80N BRASS COo BRASS Coo REOUC180i\l BRASS CO. BRA~@ Co .. REDUC1BON BRASS (:0 0 BRASS CI 
ROD S8IE 9 INo (1/8 3/1t) 1/16 1/1t; 1/R 9/16 1/16 1/16 1/0 3/16 1/16 1/16 
fl.ux NON~ MARVEl NONE MARVEl. NONE; HARVEl. 
TYPE BRAZE BRAl! BRAZE 
PA 11\11 PUN1 PUNT 
JOINT DESIGN 
aoO BE\lEl SOO B~VEl PfSO BEVEl SOO BEVI EDGE PREP. SQUARE No BE\lEl SQUARE SQUAm! No BEVEl SQUARE .~. SQUARe: SQUARE 
Bun Bun BUTT BUfi BUTl BUTT 
R001 SPAOE p INo TOGHT 1/WZ 1/16 NONE TIGHT 1/32 1/16 NONE TIGH1 1/32-1/16 1/16 NONE 
POSH80N FtA1 Ft.Al fUT FUT FUT FUT FUT fu'B' ft.AT FLAT FLAT flAT 
BACKING SlEE~ No Nt: COPPER COPPER 8TEE~ NONE COPPER COPPER STEEl NONE COPPER COPPER 
CUMPlNG YES NONE YES YES YES YES YES YES . YES NONE Yu;:s YES 
GAS METHOD 
TORCH MAKE lUNDE ABRCGMATIC AIROOMATI@ lINO~ A8RO~T.O AaRCOMAyge LBNDE AURCOMATIC ADRCOMA1 
500 AMPS GUN 28 GUN 28 500 AMPS GUN 28 GUN 2S 500 AMPS GUN 28 GuN 28 
GAS SHIEl.D ARGON ARGON ARGON ARGON ARGON ARGON ARGON ARCON ARGON ARGON ARGON ARGON 
GAS AMoUNY 15 U1E;RS as ct:H 95 OfPH 15 UT~R$ as 0F1}f 35 eF91I 15 LfTERS 85 OFH as OF" 
AR@ METHOD 
ELECTRODE S8ZEp IN. 1/16 1116 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 
CURRENT O.Co DoC., D.,Co D.Co D.~. ·OoC. OoCo DoC .. DoCo D .. C .. DoCo .fll)C. 
POlARDTY STRA9GHl 8TRA8GHT R~f:RS~ REVERSE SYRADGHT STRA8GHT REVERSE: R~VERSE STRAIGHl STRAUGtrfi' REvERSE REVERSE 
VOLTAGE 70 X.O 70 '*0 70 '40 
AMPERAGE 250 250 330 3'70 aoo 250 ~ao 950 aoo 250 300 8'10 
PREHEA l' TEMP 0° F UNKNOWN ~oo 250 UNKNOWN 600 250 UNKNOWN 600 250 
PROOEDURE 
PASSES a 3 ~. A-S p B-2 
SPEEDp IN/MIN 21 13 i.' 22 f ' 19 23 12 1 
PEEN8f\!G NON~ NONE NoN~ NONE NONE NONE 
SUMMAR¥ Of MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE OF JOINTS WELDED BY THE 
EleCTROLYTIC TOUGH PITCH DEOl( HIGH PHOS OFHC 
SER!ES ~ SERIES II SER~ES ~ SERIES ~~ SERIES I !'J'! SERIES U 
1/8 UNo t!~ UNo ~!8 ONo 'i/fi EUNo 111 8Ho ~Jll& 9N. U8UN. Hi; ON. i1~ ONo 17\ 9N. 1/8 ON. 1/4 8N. 
\£lD NO o ~£ ~OA B' B~O 2!s~ . 2GA 82!S 826 5'1A S8A B51 B58 
~B lOB 25B 26B 519 58B 
SPECo NOo 
~ 28,380 2»i 9 310 30 9680 31 11 020 ~1~230 29\1690 30\>850 31\1820 28 9940 28 9 660 27 9 640 29 9 990 
MAXIMUM 2 2"11,,000 2'p070 30,160 SOIPS'dO ~O~5.t)O 2~;JDD ao,~~o 309 660 2896'10 299 600 aOg7iiO 301)920 SrRENGTH a 339780 2599'° :a09~10 2'pR&OO 259160 2994itO «P.So~o) .. ~ 25 q 170 23 q 270 28 9 730 2?. 760 29 .. 170 
A'lj11l 27p820 249880 309 420 301)910 281)8'70 29 9 380 309590 3°99'° 26 9380 29p970 29 11 'j90 aO ll lf50 
y ~EtLD ~ 'i2{)()20 9 350 1~p330 119660 n 9830 9 680 ~29'iBO 129 ~50 12,790 99860 1°9 780 'W9 lt2O ~NDE~ 2 12p260 9!JO~O 1 9930 1(11950 12,'80 10:010 10gR&10 91)3'10 139 2'0 99520 ~09660 109810 «PoS.~.l a ~ap580 9:590 ~29220 711 970 129860 9,290 
lIi l.2.J§! ~ ~ 120150 B0 600 130 050 80 SS0 
A'Ij" 12p650 '1)180 U 9 1ao HpSOO 18g 120 19 9 060 H9290 1°9760 129990 99 300 109 720 109 6'*0 
ELONGATWN 1 2~$() 19.,2 a2e~ 96 0 0 8141{; 58.,8 25 0 5 3~oO 25.0 32.5 220% .. 90 0 
8NtI:~ 2 15o~ 'jO.O 28.{; 320 0 360 Bt 'if?."1 30g 5 50$.0 18.3 4207 39.0 ~7.0 
«o!@) a 2j. 18.8 38 0 9 58 0 5 1{; .. 3 U;,.5 . 
l\} ~ j1.9 J!JL 2bL .. ':'~5 1f6,?l 
AY o 1.90 5 'j8.S 300 5 8»t.D $Jo1 S»to.9 2800 .... 0.0 1103 \2.1 27.1 »t8.0 
.\. 
REDUCTION ~ 6~oO / ~8.0 \1.0 32.0 85.0 860 0 1'1.0 66.0 1~.O 100 0 'AoO 760 0 
Of AREA 2 5700 t60 0 83.0 82.0 81f.O 830 0 62.0 880 0 39.0 1S.0 6100 84 0 0 
i%) a '+lfoO 1'00 84 0 0 8~.0 89.0 78.0 
~ 36 0 0 ... 
.Jl.JL ~ J!!JL ~ ~ 
AIM'. 49 0 .5 230 1 37.0 S2.0 71.2 84.0 6~o5 74 0 5 \6.2 160 0 61 0 5 80.0 
LOCATION 1 E~"'4' E~V~ 80Mo 80 H. HoZ. BoHo BoMo BoM., .EoV. H.Zo MoV., BoHIt 
- Of 2 EeoVe Eo.Ve B.Mo .8.M. ·HoZo BoH. . MoVo B.Mo .MI.Wo H.Z • .M.V. B.~o 
fRACTURE· 3 EoVo EoVo HoZ. 8oMo Mlo.V. H.Z. 
~ "",v. E.Vo HoVe BoM. M.V. ·H.Z. 
• fRACTURE LOCATION AoWo := MIDDLE OF WElO 
EoVo := EDGE OF VELD 
H.·~.:::: HEAT AFfE.CTEO ZONE 










Sf.ffofARY OF METAllURGI CAl" 'EXAM • NAT! ONS Of JOB NTS 
i£e.~D BY THE INERr~GAS-SHIElDED-ARC PROCESS 
SERIES 8 
MICROSTRUCTURE 
OF BASE METAL 
(~) 
. MICROSTRUCTURE 






OF BASE. M~TAl (7) -
.:~.",~.~.,.,~. 
MICROSTRUCTuRE 









ELECT LItTLE OONTINUI1V 
A@ROSS BUTT JOINT o 






SH~RP GRADIENT g 
LITTLE CONTI NU lTV 0 
GOOD CONTINUITYo 
EXOElI,.EN'·' BOND o 
GOQO OONT!~U.lYo 
'GOOD PENETRATR ONo 
.NARROW HAZo 
SOME INOLUSIONS 
AT GRAIN BOUNDARY 





, VERY LAROE HAZo 
EXCELLENT 
CONTI NU. TV 0 
URGE HAlo 
GOOD PENETRAT I ON \\i, AT JUNOT BONo 





VERY SOUND .. 




VERY SOUN~ ~ .. 
SOME M8CRO= 
POROSITV .. 
EXOELLENT OONTINUITY.. 'SLIGHT OXIDE 
PENETRATION AT 
PUTE FAOE .. 




VERY 'SOUND .. 
EXCELLENT CONTI.NUITY.. No OXIDES PRESENT 0 VERY SOUND .. 
IRREGULAR FLOW OF WMo 
REGIONS OF INOOMPLETE 
PENETRATIONo 
EXOELLENT CONTINUITY No OX8,'DES PRESENT 0 VERY SOUND 
- . :''':'~-j.~!,>~. , . 
~~~AR¥ OF WELD FABRICATION DATA FOR OX¥-ACETYlENE PROCESS 
(AS REPORTED BY FABR~CATOR) 
.-~~-~ 
ELECTROLYT~C TOUGH PiTCH 
.-
DEOl H~ GH PHOS OFHC 
~'~_'_.::l<~.~~~_~_~ 
SERIES ~ SER DES ! 8-==----=_ ~J_ER IES ij SERIES ~ 8 SERiES ~. SERIES II 
1/8 INo 1/4 INo 1/8 I No U~ INo 1/8 INo 11\ INo 1/8 8N. 1/~ IN., 1/8 INo 1/4 INo 1/8 INo - .1/'4 1\\10 
~~- ~~.".r.r-l" ~
WELD NO o HA 12A 2"lA 28A 59A 60A 
HB 12B- BU B12 27B 28B B21 828 59B. 60B _ B59 B60 
F Hi.LER ME'fA~ TOBIN SPELTER 25 M 25 M ToelN 25 M 25 M 25 M SPELTER No o 25 25 M 25 M 
BRONZ~ SOLDER BRONZ~ BRONZ~ BRONZE BRONZE BRONZ~ BRONZE SOl.DER BRAZO BRONZE BRONZE 
SOUROE VUlCAN CHASE COo OXWElD OXWElD VUlOAN LINDe: OXWElD O:i(WElD CHASE COo OxwelO OXWElD OXWELD 
COPP~R COo COPPER Co~ 
ROD SIZE!) IN 3/'i6 3!1G 1/4 3/16 3/16 3/16 1/4 1A S/lt; . 1/4-
FlU~ O~WElD BORAX OXWElD OX\iElD OXWElD OXW~lD OXWElO OXWElD BORAX OXWEli) OXWElD OXWElD 
BRAZO BRAZO BRAZO BRAZO BRAza BRAZO BRAZO BRAZO BRAZO BRAZO 
TVPE PASTE LIQUID PASTE PASTe: PASTE PASTE PASTE PASTE LIQUID PASTE PASTE PASTE 
JOINT DESIOI\! ~5° BEVEL 300 BEVEl 45° BEVEL 4So BEVEl BEVElED 45° BEVEIJ.., 450 BEVEL 450 BEV EDGE PRE~. ~,o BEVE~ BEVELED 1fSO BE,EIJ.., if5° BEVEL 
ROOT SPAC~9 iN.' 82 3/32-' 4 S/32-1~ 1/32 3/1(;",,5/8 8/32 ... 1{4 3/32-1/4 1/8 3/32 ... 1/,* 3/32"'11 
POSITION FlAT Fu'B' 200 ANGl~ 200 ANGLE flAT 150 ANGLE 200 ANGLE 200 ANGLE FLAT 200 ANGLE 200 ANG 
BAOKING No~ COPPER COPPER NONf: COPPER COPPER COPPER NONE COPPER COPPER 
CUIVWiNG YES NONE NONE NONE YES 'VE$ NONE Nom:: NONE NONE NONE NONE 
GAS HE1MOR) 
TOROH HAKE AIR OXWEU:l W1? OXWElD W11 Aft R OXWElD V11 OXWElD Wi? OXWElD V1"1 HARRla OXWElD VI? OXWELD V17 OXWELD 
RED. ·9803 ADRCO 800 AIRCO 800 RE04 9803 AIROl) 800 AaRea 800 AIRCO 800 AIROQ 8 
lufi SSZE No., 188 NOt> 20 No~., 409 '1 No o 409 7 No o 188 No .. 40 ~. '; Nos o if 01) "I Nos. 409 7 No.. 20 No. 60 Nos. 40" 7 Nos. '40 
GA~ JJn-£cE1o OXYPROPAN~ O~oACET. OXV~AOE1o OXY=AOET o OXY-ACET o OXV-ACET. OX<t ... .I\CE'f o OX'rPROPANE OX'r-ACETo OXY-ACETo On"'ACE 
(NEVil' e') (NEUf.") (St. O~c,) (SLo OX.) (NEUT.) (NEUT 0) (st. OX.) (si-o ~Xo) (NEU1' 0-) (tlARB o') (SLn OXo') (Slo OX 
GU AMOUNT 48 elF 50 Of' 64w 44 Of' 43 OF • 68 OF 45 OF 60 elF 
PREHEA1 TEMPoo f 0 1200 1200 
PROOEDU~ 
PASSES 
SPEED p IN/MINe 
PEENUlG NONE NONE NONE NONE NONE NONE NONE NONE 
~~. 
pi ._ . .i,l5.$.t';n ___ ;J.~:;;:_." ~s c __ P·¥S·,bS • .E9VQ£J ;::::. _\tL~.\t;~_"",",;;~,~""'''''''''''''''T'''''''''''''''''' ,,---- -,-.• """s_·:;t;!¢!-'fXBt£J-12~lcONf'6),"h,.,.3k __ zmg._£~~-.;-,..-~ g~ -.A!,j§E. -:-.4, ~.' £2L-.,.$ .. (".;,G.a..LggL~. 'k Lit;, Z . .A
SUMMARY OF WELD fABR8CATION DATA FOR OXY-ACE1YLE~ PROCESS 
~AS REPORTED BY FABRICATORS) 
-=~-=~~~==~~==-=====~~~~ ~~~-=~~-=~~===-~~~ 





SE.!!iES .~ SERIES' i ~.' SERIES ~ SERIES I~' 
1/8 I~o 1~ UNo 1/8 INo 1/4 '~o i/8 INo 'iJ\ 3 No 1/8 IN., 1 Jr. tNo 1/8 11'01 0 1/%' eND 1/8. INo ' ,1/\ INo 
=-==-=oc=~- .~




aOA 61A 62A 







































































O~WUlI ,n'1 O:J(WElD 1 '1 
A8R@O 800 AIRca 800 
NO®b ~09 '1 Nos o 409 1 
OX"f~ACIE'il' On-AoEii' 
«Slo O:lto) (SllooO:lto) 















AQ BEARING 88 D£O:lt 
COPPER COPPER 
~RD~AN AMERIOAN 
8RAS$ Coo BRASS Coo 










































O»&VEIloD V11 O»&WElD V11 O~tD V11 O~VElD W11 
A8ROt} 800 AURea 800 





Noso '401 '1 No~o ~Ou 1 No., 60 Oxy-AoEY OXf=AoE'ii' OXyeAC~ 
«880 0 0»&0) (.Slo OXo) (CARBo) 
25 @il ~o @W 200 ow 
1 
NONE NONf: NONE 









































O~WElD V17 OXWELD V1? 
j;IRCO 80'0 AIROO 800 
Nos o "Op1 Nos o '+Op' 7 
OXY=AOE1 OXY~AC£T 
(~i,o OXo) (8lo oxo) 
26 Oli" %0 efF 
NONE NONE 
==~~~~~~~~=======-==~~=-~-=~====~==~~====-=-=========~~~~-=~~~--~==~-=~~=-==~==--=-~-=~-=~~~~~~-==---~--~~------~=-~~~--=-~~--~=---~ 
,."- ~,~ .... --...,P7';.,..,....~ .. III'l".,~~ a 113fT ''':'''*'*'''''' 
fABLE is 
SUMMARY OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE OF JOJ~lS VELDED BY THE OXY=ACETYLENE PROCESS 
ELECTROLYTIC TOUGH PITCH OEOX HIGH PHOS OFHC 
SERIES ~ SER IES II SERVES I SERIES n SERIES I SERIES II 
~78 RNo 17\ 0 No 1]8 ONo 1/4 ON. 178 ON. 17a. ON. 178 8No alt ONo 178 UNo 1/~ 8No 178 INo lIlt 8No 
WElD NO. HA 12A BH 812 2'1A 28A 821 828 59A 60A 859 860 
HB 128 2'18 288 598 60B 
$PEC. NOo 
~ 1111 850 25 9950 261>430 219270 a3p630 169°50 29 9 480 299640 28p810 21 pOitO 29 p450 289490 
MAXIMLM 2 180900 2'111'iOO 28 11 S10 189 3'10 18~880 '1 850 801)280 29 9 980 25~250 221)650 80 p070 299990 STRENGTH S 169080 28 9520 321/860 n: .... o 28p340 169860 (PoS.~o) .~ J.t,600 24 0 28Q ~ 310180 140 800 ~ 26 9 '*00 n 0 510 
AVo 'j1p360 26 9 .. 60 279470 19 9820 29 9 120 1$p~10 29 9 890 29 9810 279200 18 0'160 291)760 29g,*60 
YIELD ~ 11f90~m 1(1)830 1011 \60 79550 2°9880 109~BO 81/ 2\0 7f)9'10 1(1)710 119 350 .,010 7p020 
INDEX 2 19,700 no~oo H 1I 2'*0 89 320 119960 80 ?if 0 99160 16p170 149 010 99 350 69 260 «PeSe~.) 3 U,760 U 9020 109620 101)230 1\p910 119990 
'* 1°.160 .~ ~Op85() ~ 12 0 590 8,490 1\0970 10,,840 ~~ AVi. 29 430 13p920 -:-"lp930 131)860 U p270 =a:s?O 15 p690 129050 9,,180 (1)6110 
ElONGA'HON 1 ltoO tit 0 5 1\.2 80\ 1208 5101 3".9 r.2 0 0 12. j n.? 20 0 2 99 .. 5 
~NDEX 2 "00 17. j ~900 6 .. 2 8.~ 0 930 8 25 0 0 101 1800 32.6 40 .. 0 (010)> $ 301 2,*.0 2".~ 90?t 12 .. 8 7.~ 
D& ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
AV. 3.8 17.' 16 .. 6 7.3 20.9 2 .. 6 3" .. 8 3Sc.S 1208 1LS 260~ 39.7 
REDUCTION j ~2.0 lioD 12 .. 0 '00 ,*4.0 89.0 78 ... 0 a3.0 11.0 57 .. 0 a3.0 
Of AREA :2 2~0 ~n~o ItS.O ".0 21.0 78100 "18 0 0 \200 25</0 7600 85.0 
Colo) :9 27.0 13.0 7'1.0 81 0 0 \.0 
Pi ~ .JUt. ~ ~ ~ 
AVo 11 .. 2 ~5.2 27.5 2.5 55.7 a0105 78 0 0 65,,5 U.S 6605 8"~0 
LOCATION i E.V. E</W. B.M. £pV" HoZ. E.V. BoMo B.Mo 8..11. EoV. BoM. 801"1. OF 2 E.Va ' BaM. BaM. EW. H,V. E.Vo 8a"1o BofJJo B.Mo E. Wo BoM .. 80Mo 
FRACTURE~ 3 E.Vo EoV. H.Z .. EoVo BoMo E .. V. 
\ EoV. E .. Vo HoZo E.V. B.M. ( E.V. 
M.V. :: MIDDLE OF WEL.D 
E.V. :: EDGE Of WELD 
• fRACTURE LOCATION H.Z. :: HEAT AFFECTED ZONE 
B.Mo :. BASE METAL 
S~ARY OF MECHAN8CAl PROPERTBES Al RO(l\1 m1~;~~~~F·-;~~~'~~s ~l~~ B~ -~x~:A~~~~'~p:of:"ss- .. -..t .k. j~.,"-"-,~,,, -. JJ Z 
ELECTROLYTIC IOUGHynCH==-=-= DEOX HUGH PHOS OFHC 
SERiES i SERSES i~ SERIES ~ SERIES Ig SER~ES I SERIES II 
1/8 UNo 1/\ WHo t/8- INo 1/'+ 9N o 1/8 8N. U'+ 8N o " 1/8 Ufo 1/»+ RNI> 1/8 Ulo 1/4 DNo 1/8 INo 1'1& UNo 






































159 950 2~9850 
H'9950 




















U'1I 680 ~O 530 
18:960 
1599i10 
89910 8 170 
10:930 
100 980 












































30 9 990 1% 820 
26:000 










































26 11 850 : ,,239050 269270 21,880 
26 p560 22l/X.60 










'*1 0 0 




MoVo :s MBDDLE (f' WELD 
EQWe. g EDGEOf' VEl-O-
H.l. :s HEAT AFfECTED ZOM! 



























,19 9 630 13p 160 
229 660 
21 2080 











20 0 2 
98.1) 




































SUMMARY Of METALlURGBCAl EXAMINATIONS OF JOINTS 
WELDED BY THE DIY-ACETYLENE PROCESS 
~~~. 
SERIES ! SERiES II 
VELD BAS( APPEARANCE Of M~CROSTRUCTURE MiCROSTRUCTURE APPEARANCE OF MICROSTRUCTURE MICROSTRUCTURE 
NO. METAL JOINT Of BASE METAL OIF WELD METAL JOINT Of BASE METAL Of WELD METAL 
" ) (21. (3) (~) (5) (6) (V .. (~) ·~=~"""'F "'* 
11 ElECI lITTLE Q I FFUS I ON MODERI\IE HAZ. CONSIDERUL~ LITTLE PENETRATION. VERY HEAVY OXIDE MODERATE 
ACROSS JOINT. OX8DESIN GRAIN POROSBTY~ POOR PLATE ALleN- PENETRATION o POROSBTY. 
SHARP GRADIENTo BOUNDARY NEAR MENI. 
JUNOTIONo 
12 ELECT SHARP GRADIENT p LARGE HAZo MACRO'" AND LITTLE PENETRATION. VERY HEAVY OXIDE MODERA'i'E 
liTTLE PENETRATiONo OXIDES AT GRA8N MICRO~iF'OROSI'j'Y. PENETRATION AT POROSITYo 
BOUNDARY 9 FORMING JOINT AND PLATE 
SOME ORACKS. FACE. 
21 OEOX SHARP GRADIENT, LARGE HAZo SOUND \fJI VERY LITTLE SMALL OXIDE SOUND 
l'TT~E PENETRAT80No SOME OXUDE$ PENETRATION. PENETRATION AT 
AT GRAHN JOIN1 0 
BOUNDARV NEAR 
JOINTo 
28 OEO.X CRACKS ALONG OXIDE PENETRATION SOUND tt1 GOOD CONT8NU'T~p . NARROW OXIDE SOUND 
INTERFACE. P.OOR IN 8M .. NO PENETRAYDONo . REGION AT JOINT .. 
CONT I NU IT'lt' 0 EXTREMElV LARGE 
HAl .. 
59 OFHC POOR BOND DEEP OXIDE FIENE'" CONS 8 DERABLE No PENETRATION, HEAVY OXIDE MODERATE 
TRATB ON· W1'fN POROSiT'f". POOR CONT 8 NU IY't .. PENETRAT80N POROSITVo 
INTERSRftWUlAR CRACKS. AT JOINT. 
LARGE HAlp HIGHLY 
Di1:F0 RHED0 
tiO OfHC POOR BOND VERY URGE HAlo CONSIDERABLE No PENETRAiOONp SLIGHT OKaDE MODERATE 
OXIOE~·NEAR WELDo POROS8T'ti'. POOR GOOD CONT8NUITV. PENETRATOON AT POROSITY. 
FB..,OW AND WETTING JOINro 
ACTION. 
'fABLE 1~ (CONTOD) 
SUMMARY OF METAllURG~CAL EXAMINATIONS Of JOBNTS 
WElDED BY THE OXl-ACETllENE PROCESS 
SERIES 0 SERIES 18 
~lD BASIE APPEARANCE Of : MICROSTRUCTURE MaCROSTRUCTURE APPEARANCE Of, M U CROSTRUCTURE MICROSTRUCTURE 
NO Q METAL JOINT Of BASE METAL OF \lIE LD METAL JOIN)' OF BASE METAL Of VELD flET&. 
Ul ELEC1 GOOD BOND LARGE G~AQNS IN S~£ REO~STAll'~ VER'r l81'U'U: H~AW OXIO! VERY HEAVY 
AREAS REMoVED :UTI ON or \110 PENETRAT80No PENETRATBON A1 POROSIT'r o 
W:ROM JOUfi"$o VE~ H£AVV POROS8TVo EXOESSBVi<: "., JOaN7 AND iDGIE (RECR'rSTAllllATOON) DEPOSB'ii'o OF ~o 
lARGE O!PDSBY air VM-BM JUN~l' ON VERY HEAVY OXIDi: . 11;1 1,. El£C'iI' MARKED BY OXIOE DEEP PENEYRAT90N VERY HEArt ~tt.f: 
PENETRAT80Mo Of' OX.DE~ NEAR ""0 OUTl!NED B~ OXIDES PEN~TRAT80N OYER POROS • T'lr. .' ;I . 
JUNCTIONo SOUNO W1. EXQESSB"!:: 111 URGE AREA. 
NARROW HAZo DEPOSI1. 
1 
29 OEOI No PENETRATION No EWIDENCE of ApPLIED FROM ONE EXCEU.ENY PENt: .. Smu, OXIDEP'E.- SOUND 
AT GAP. EXTREMEl~ GRAIN GROWYK. '~HDE ONl'if. VEAr TRATDON AND TRAT 0 ON. AT .lOBHi'. 
WEAK BONDo P!lOR flOWo OON'fBNqln 0 
ao OEOX GOOD Bo~m URGE HAZ. SOME S~ RECR~SfALlI- Ox. Otii. ANO-"'*~a$:7HEA VY OX I DE VERY HEAVV 
REORYSTALLIZATiON ZATBOM o SlftGH'f "~(J$8n eenl~ PENETRATION AT POROS8TY o 
8N 8M AND WHo HUGHlY POROSll'Wo J08fff9 PQOR-:P9E ... · EDGE AND JOINT o COLO WORKED ~R TRJt·UO~ .... 
S8DE OF WElD. 
6~ OfHC iPOOR CaNT I NU n1 VERY lAROE HAl. MEA Vf POROS h'Yo. POOR PENETRATBONg SOME oxtoA'fIOre VER'Y HEAVY 
~NTERGRANULAR lARGE DEPOSiT OF FUR eON1iNuuno ·A1i" lEDGE NEAR POROSITYo 
CRA@KS 8N 8M ".,. REiNFOROEMENTo 
Nfl:AR JUN01'60N. 
62 (FMC POOR BONi) DEEP OXUDE PEN!- S~ MICRo-POROSIT'if o fA IR PENE1iUTBON, SOlVE OX8@)JlTiON VER'r HEAVV 
OU1'~8NED BY iRAiOON Al GRA8~ LARGE AMoum OF GOOD @ONT I NY 1T'i1 0 AT JORNT o P()ROSITY. 
OXVGENATED AREA~o BOUNDAR'fo VER'if ME1A~ DEPOSB1EDo 








SUMMARY OF. MECHANBCAl PROPERTiES UF JOINTS TESTED AT =32~ F 
CARBON=ARC PROCESS SHIElDE~ARC PROIESS 
VELD N~o B~~ 818 B50 Ba 852 85 B~ 8SS B1 829 
SPEC<> NOo 
~ ~191.~0 42~()'10 ~09500 859120 ~'1, 1~0 .99,900 ~~~9470 '81 11 600 99 9110 \8~'470 MAX~HtrJI 2 \~,020 ~69~80 ~\1i,530 ~ 9~O '47,590 a~ ,,690 ~~9290 '46 p UO 46 11 °90 48,200 STRENGTH a '49 ~70 '+0,850 '49 ,~o ' . ~1:780 '489880 '4~,1280 4~f9120 ~'49~80 li9g 180 '49 g080 (P "SO I oj n. '4'1'950 S8 g38l! Pfa:~ 50 0 510 '48 9740 98 0 990 '48 9550 '479800 '45,570 500 3'40 ~
AVo '47,t)~0 '42,590 '491)010 S8,~90 '48.090 919800 '4~fa UO '49 17 920 43,620 '49,020 
Y~ElD 1 n,700 189°30 ~a,420 ~'19570 ~59520 189820 'i5,760 179'400 1'49280 
INlI:X 2 169~90 19,6(;0 'i3!)120 1li,3ao 1'49600 U,,310 1"1,1'40 129260 18 020 (PoS .. ~o) a 159 590 13,620 169 100 179970 1'9'450 1~9HO 199280 16:150 169 950 
D& 170080 139290 129920 18,580 129140 17,,920 169100 20,,'130 159020 16 0 270 
AVo 1(;9010 199980 199 7'40 11,"20 199 3"10 H)9 8OO 1 (,9li~0 179010 11>,800 159830 
ElONGAIION 1 ~1o~ S301 2-'00 13 0 1> S8 0 4 2204 ~~208 1\oli 180~ '41 08 
INDEX 2 360 \ 500~ ~Q5 802 SSo£) 100 3 ~~200 29 01 29 0 8 3705 (0/0) a ~9 .. 5 a008 85. 06 18 0 5 5905 ~903 9ha 19 0 6 2~.2 44 0 3 
pt 82.3 26 0 9 33.1 3805 49 00 ~908 ~LtJ, 18 0 3 28.6 46 0 1 
AVo pt10pt 3503 3208 19 0 7 1tP!0 1 11.9 ~~9 olt 200~ 23c>1 ~20pt 
REDUCTION ~ 100 0 59 0 0 '42 .. 0 ptoQ 1t900 2700 2200 ao.o 2"100 80.0 
OF AREA' 2 '48.0 6G.O 55 0 0 HoO 51 00 1'700 ~~500 1J8.0 2300 67.0 (0/0) 3 ?8~0 51.0 ?6 0 0 20~0 770 0 21 0 0 ~1200 21.0 29 0 0 71.0 
~ 61 0 0 pt~ .. o //2,LO Sli.O 71 00 29 0 0 114•0 41.0 5100 '72.0 
~VO 6\.2 5201 .. / 5100 2207 62 00 230 5 . 28.2 35~0 32 05 1205 
lOCATiON 1 Holo Holo Eollo ... Holo .MoVo HoZo EoVo .... HoZ.E.,Wo-H"Zo EoWo"HoZo EoWo"'H .. I;. HoZo 
Of :2 EoVj)c::iHoZ o H~Zo Holo MoVo Holo ·£oWo-HoZo E .. Vo-H.Zo HoI. Eo"o;"'~olo H.Zo 
fRACTURE!8J a HoI .. Holo EoVo=H.Zo HoW" BoM. EoVo .... Holo Bolo EoWo-HoZ~ £o\lo-Holo HoZo 
~ . ijoI. EoWo"'HoZo .EoWo"'Ho1o HoI. HoI .. EoWo=Holo ·Ec>W .... H.Zo Eo"o .... Hol., Hol.o· H.lo 
HoWolS M8DDLE Of WELD 
~FRACTURE LOCATiON E. Wo g EDGE Of WELD HoZ. ~ HEAT AFFECTED ZONE 





STRENGTH a (PoSol o') '+ 
AV. 
YIELD 1 
INDEX 2 (P oSo" 0') a 
.. 
AVo 











l"IJI,J; Ht UiONl up, 
SUMMARY OF MECHAN~CAl PROPERT~ES OF JOINTS TESTED AT a32~o ~ 
INERT-GAS-SH~ELOED-ARCPROCESS 
89 810 825 . B2~ 
li6,,960 "7,,680 "\~780 "6,,560 
IJa.liso 1J59!;HO '*8,,570 1t8,250 
"3,'*50 ,*91)3"0 ~8g010 \8 9880 
"6g sao \7 g950 ~69530 ,*8 9,+10 
,*5,020 "7p6~0 "6,970 1f8"D20 
16,,650 11 9820 15,,150 1'+,,510 16,580 1991fSO 12,,650 11,820 15,540 1S,2W 1Ri,010 12,'+90 
159200 12,570 1096\0 
~S,,990 129'160 13~!1,*O 12,980 
.3800 8500 a6 0 0 480 6 
26.8 940\ 4605 5202 
a006 \400 ,*~05 5400 
aO,5 aags 41e9 51.8 
811'5 36.? \201 5~o6 
5500 95.0 ()600 7400 
81.0 ali ,0 16 0 0 74.0 
50.0 9600 71 0 0 7700 
. 54,0 ali.O 5680 69 0 0 
49,0 9401 68 a'1 73 05 
M.Ve HoZo Eo\l. Holo 
EaVo Holo HoZo H ... Zo 
Mo·V. E.V., Holo H.Z. 
Holo EoV. MoVo HoZo 




\9,050 .. 992 .. 0 





15,030 139 550 
''' .. 310 169100 
1Di g650 15?080 
"GoO 5'+.9 
42 0 6 5105 





S1 0 0 61 00 
70,0 75 0 0 





Mo\lo .~ M IDOLE OF WELD 























Holo ~ HEAT AFFECTED ZONE 


























821 . 828 859 860 
,.3 91ao '*7,,790 \7,,890 1i6,750 
'+7,,900 "7,8\0 a9,650 "7,,670 
,*89\60 \7,070 \8,010 '*7,850 
"7,,610 "7,,910 ~ \59670 
"6,,770 "7,,650 "6,110 .. 6.980 
18,000 12,,120 
18,710 10,710 1",890 10,530 
1396\0 10,590 1"~900 12 9 010 139 880 10,,220 159li\O 119250 
1S,71J0 129380 15 p080 119\80 
2104 50 0 1 2200 4ao,. 
a8 01 50.8 1GoO \60S 
a~06 \605 a3 0 5 47.6 
a9.5 "8p6 35.0 !!2.J. 
aso~ 49 0 0 2606 45.8 
57aO 7800 . 1600 85.0 
78,0 78.0 23 0 0 66.0 
7a.0 76 .. 0 \'+00 82.0 
7300 15.0 "5~0 70 0 0 
7002 76 0 7 S2 00 75 07 
Eo\lo HoZ. MoVo HoZo 
BoM., B.Mo Ho·V. H,20 
BoHo 8.M, H.lo H.I • 
80 M. 8o Mo HoZo HoZo 
TABLE 1G 
SUMMARY Of MECHAN~CAL PROPERTIES OF JOINTS TESTED AT ~OOo f 
CARBON-ARC PROCESS SHIELOED,-ARC PROCESS 
-
"LD NO o 81'1 B1B B50 B3 852 85 86 SSS 81 828 
SPEC. NO .. 
1 21~890 18,,280 18",.00 179510 17,550 159970 189 140 16,,100 199160 21,990 
MAX I MlJ-1 2 229~50 119560 189200 19 9990 16,830 129280 1uI,190 17,270 17,7'10 21,930 STRENGTH 9 (PoSol o') ,. 
AVo 22,170 179920 18,,900 18,'150 179190 1'+,,120 17,660 16p680 18,,'+60 21,960 
YIELD 1 99300 9,2'40 8,,500 89800 711 790 10,,800 911 950 10,510 9,,190 8,900 
INDEX 2 10,020 9,,140 99050 9,750 7,950 11,160 8,,9'+0 10,0\0 8,aao 9,\20 (PoS.·' 0) S 
'+ 
AVo 99660 9,,190 8,,710 99210 "111 570 1°,1960 ~",+\O 10,210 9,010 9,160 
ELONGATION 1 32 06 19.5 18-9' 1006 1~05 10.2 ~0.9 '10 8 16 0'+ 92.8 ~NOEX 2 92 0 9 1"06 11>.5 1~.2 1~.3 ,+.,0 11.,2 10.4 12.2 90.2 (0/0) . 8 
4 
AV. 32 0 4 1~oO 170 5 130 '+ 1'+.'+ '101 100 7 9:T 'f4.S ar:s 
REDUCTION 1 ~00 70 0 92 0 0 17.,0 28.0 90 0 2.0 20 .. 0 80 0 65.0 
OF AREA 2 6200 10 0 0 12.0 aL.O aooo 100 0 2'+.0 1.0 60.0 (0/0) a 
,.. 
AVo 58 0 0 805 22 0 0 2~oO 29 0 0 9 .. 0 60 0 22.0 '+.5 62.5 
lOCATION 1 HoZ. E.Vo·Holo H.I ".tio H.I .. ,EoVo~HoZ. E.V .... HoZ. EoVo-H .. I.. E.Vo-Hol. HoZo 
OF 2 H.I. ·E .. V~~H.I~ EoVo~Hol. EoMo"Holo H~Zo ,EoVo"'HoZo EoV,o"'H~Zo Eo·V.-H.Z. EoWo-H.lo HoI .. 
fRACTURE~ S 
~ 
MoW. g HinDU: (f' VELD 
• fRACTURE lOCAT~ON EoVo § EDGE Of' WELD H.lo ~ HEAT AffECTED lONE 
8oMo g BASE METAL 
"'ABU 1. U'ONTuDJ 
SUMMARY.OF MECHANXCAl PROPERTHES OF JOINTS TESTED AT ~OOo F 
I t£Rli'esGASeSH~ElOED"'ARC PROCESS OXY-ACETYLENE P~OCESS 
WELD NO. 89 B~O 825 B26 851 858 811 812 B27 828 859 BGO 
SPEC. NOo 
~ 191t?BO 19~6'O 21119~O 22 95'10 1599~0 18~0~O 17,120 1 (),PJ90 209~mo 209610 1~9360 20,590 
HA1UUM ~ 189'430 189~OO 2~1t'190 2117~O 16,990 169 '130 1~9500 129290 22,050 209680 169760 19.\20 
STRENGTH 9 
(P o$oJ 0') l\} 
--
~ ==-=- ~ 
AVo 19,100 199280 219870 21~980 16;160 17.980 16.B10 1'49390 21;2'10 2°9640 15t 560 20;000 
Y8ELD ~ ge950 10,220 109°90 10,050 9t~10 ; 99090 9,1'10 79050 89090 69990 79760 6,700 ~N(EX :2 89980 9,810 9.Sao. 89550 89620 : 9.890 8,200 69750 99~O 69510 8g t;2D 69100 (PoSo.~ ., a 
~ 
-=-- ~ ~ 
--
..-........ 
AVo 99160 101)010 99'1~O 9,300 9,010 9,\60 89980 6,,900 8,730 6,750 89190 6,%00 
ELONGATiON 1 18.9 19.8 a~oo 8'405 80 2 15.8 8.5 10.6 350 6 ~1.'4 90 8 3'4.6 
INDEX 2 1~o2 160'4 3~02 1f8 0 8 100 ' 1~00 10.5 5.~ 2308 39 0 5 12.9 2G.6 (0/0) . 3 
'4 
AV. 1G05 18.·1 32.6 ~106 90 5 1'409 9.5 7 0 8 291>'* 1f0.i3 11.9 8006 
REDuctiON t 25.0 25.0 780 0 6200 GoO 15 0 0 60 0 62 00 68.0 20.0 6'7 0 0 
Of 2 17.0 18.0 7400 . 72.0 80 0 18.0 9.0 aoo G9 0 0 7lf o O 20.0 95~0 
AREA 3 
(0/0) ~ ~ 
-AVo 2~oO 2105 7a 0 5 G1.0 700 H;.5 9.0 ~o5 650 5 11.0 20.0 51.0 
LOCAl ION i Eo". E.W. H.Zo HoZ. EoW. EoV. E.,V. Eo'Vo B.Ho Eo-Vo E.V. B.Mo 




M.V. El MUDDLE Of WELD 
$ fRACTURE lOCAT~ON Eo". g EDGEOf' VELD HoZo El HEAl AFFECTED ZO~ 
Bo~o § BASE MEJAt 






































WELD NO 49A, liS" OFHC WELD 
! I I ~ __ ~~I __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~~ 
I ~~ V;~ ./ ,/ ,/ ,- ,. ,// 
r-...... r-
-
/"...... ) ~ ~:a 
- M~·~;~ i .// /.~/ . , / 
f ! ./ .' /' /''/ 




























I ry % .... ~ r---~..-. V V/ ./. 
- ~~ .. > 
~/1/>/:: 
WELD No.BI7A, JlS" DEOXIDIZED 
/ /!"'/ / 
WELD No.BISA, 1/4" DEOXID IZE D 
I I 1 1 
! I I I 1 
I I 
1// /// 





WELD No. B49A, I/S" 0 FH C 
1 1 I I 
FIG. 20 HARDNESS SURVEYS ON COPPER JOINTS 
WELDED BY THE CARBON -ARC PROCESS 
90 %~~ /W M 
-rid ~~~ ~~ 
.11 ~11 I 80 
I I rJ) 70 
rJ) 





























0 ~ WM' // ~ . . "' 0 
I 
ISA, DEOXIDI ZED 
SERIES 
50 t----t-----;---;--"' 












50~--;1 __ ~--~~~ 
40~--~--~-~1--·-+---+---r--~~~~~ 
WELD No.85IA, I/S"OFHC 
FIG. 2 b HARDNESS SURVEYS ON COPPER JOINTS 
WELDED BY THE CARBON -- ARC PROCESS 
1/8 IN. 1/4 IN. 
IA 17 B 49 B 2 B 18 A 50 A 
SERIES I 
1/8 IN . 114 IN. 
. i 
1 
81 8 17 849 82 818 850 
SERIES II 
FIG. 3 a MACROSTRUCTURES OF COPPER JOINTS 
WELDED BY THE CARBON -ARC PROCESS 
1/8 IN. 1/4 IN. 
• 
38 f9A 48 208 528 
SERIES I 
1/8 IN. 1/4 IN. 
83 BI9 851 84 820 852 
SERIES II 
FIG. 3 b MACROSTRUCTURES OF COPPER JOINTS 











FIG. 40 RADIOGRAPHS OF COPPER JOINTS 





















FIG. 4b RADIOGRAPHS OF COPPER JOINTS 
WELDED BY THE CARBON-ARC' PROCESSa SERIES II 
~ 70~-+---+--~~~~~~--~--+-~ 
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FIG .. 5 b HARDNESS SURVEYS .ON COPPER JOINTS 
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FIG. 6 b MACROSTRUCTURES OF COPPER JOINTS 














FIG. 70 RADIOGRAPHS OF. COPPER JOINTS 



















FIG. 7 b RADIOGRAPHS OF COPPER JOINTS 
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FIG. 9 MACROSTRUCTURES OF COPPER JOINTS WELDED 














FIG. 10 RADIOGRAPHS OF COPPER JOINTS WELDED 
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FIG. 13 b RADIOGRAPHS OF COPPER JOINTS 
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